
Other - What uses 
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Other - Which site 
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Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
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incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Veterinary and animal 
related services The retail and food service businesses 

The mid island area commercial areas are not 
cohesive, and not easily connected together

I would try to create a plan where all commercial 
areas in each section of the island are connected 
and walkable so you don't have to drive to each 
one Commercial_Property_Owner

Historic/Natural 
Conservation

Historical and Natural 
Conservation

Conservation - it� s a  
CONSERVANCY

Bathrooms for beach 
visitors

Limited commercialism in historic district, limited 
commercialism at east beach

1. Parking (everywhere)
2. Pedestrian pathways/sidewalks/nature trails 
(everywhere)
3. No design standards for anything in middle area - 
it looks like a Myrtle beach ghetto
4. Parks are deteriorating and not tended

1. Require commercial development to provide 
parking commensurate with occupancy
2. Try to exist in harmony with nature instead of 
clear cutting for new, unnecessary buildings.
3.  Re-use and repurpose cleared land before 
building anything new. Full-Time_Resident

The market area incorporates outside seating, art, 
and encouraging social settings. That commercial 
area is nicely arranged. 

The landscaping needs attention around the 
parking areas. 

Landscape attractively around the separate 
parking areas. Full-Time_Resident

The Jailhouse

Contractor� s lot/storage area
New building going up
Cary� s Cart (Actually, anything except the Jailhouse 
is awful)
Parking lot by the ferry

No clear cutting
Have less stores, restaurants etc going up, we 
don� t need it
Get back to nature
Get rid of the storage area on Federal Rd, it� s ugly Full-Time_Resident

Not Much A lot Talk about it Full-Time_Resident

Restaurants and shops are friendly and try hard to 
cater to customers 

Not enough parking in the marina area, no free 
overnight parking for residents who do not wish to 
use the tram, not enough restaurants for non-club 
members, the area behind Jules should be cleaned 
up and is a major eyesore. 

No more on island housing for workers. The 
housing here now is not well maintained and there 
is zero public safety presence at it in the summer. 
Add restaurants!! Full-Time_Resident

Harbor area, market/hardware area, conservancy 
area.

The new buildings before the market.   New 
contractor area.

Apply same landscape standards, and provide 
proper parking for the facilities. Full-Time_Resident

Natural areas Commercialization Keep it how it was and stop fucking it up. Full-Time_Resident

Bathrooms Bathrooms Bathrooms Jailhouse Contractor yard Don� t cut down trees! Full-Time_Resident

The rental cart & bicycle 
business

Not sure what you 
mean about public 
art.

The bridge helps with traffic.Closing off lighthouse 
wynd at the end would be a good idea. Too much 
thru traffic.

The contractor lot needs to be landscaped better. 
Possibly more parking needed for the Jailhouse 
restaurant.
Not sure how the new building on maritime way 
will affect present businesses and parking.
Not sure what you mean by public art.???

Have a set of ARC guidelines for commercial 
property. Full-Time_Resident

The 2 clubs are successful and an asset to the 
island.
The new public safety building

There could be more and better restaurant 
choices. The market could be expanded to 
represent the growth of the island with more food 
choices. Federal road is a busy road during the 
summer season and a sidewalk from the marina 
area to the conservancy would be safer for walkers 
and bike riders. 
The roads on Middle Island need improvement as 
they flood during storms and hurricanes. There is 
only one road off Middle island and if it becomes 
washed out people would be stranded. 
The contractor lots are an eyesore from the main 
roads on the island. 

A cart bridge from Middle Island the main part of 
the island would be safer and would help solve 
this issue.  
Better landscaping to hide the contactor lot areas.
More sidewalks and improvements on the broken 
and overgrown ones.
An animal hospital on the island would be a huge 
asset. Full-Time_Resident

wildlife park, beach / access parking, commons 
park, marina park, kayak access pt

some of the smaller parks are not well maintained, 
conservancy area, marsh overlook in marina area, 
construction sites are a mess

Put commercial building / construction under CCR 
guideline control standards for island uniformity, 
focus on improving open space, take care of what 
we presently have Full-Time_Resident

No comment No comment No comment Full-Time_Resident

I think there� s enough commercial development 
on the island and if any more happens it should 
stay within that already existing commercial zones

Bald head island is starting to lose 
It� s charm as being a secluded place because of the 
overdevelopment

It would be nice to see more green space where 
people could spend time with her kids or their 
dogs somewhere other than on the sand Full-Time_Resident

The best use of the BHI 
Ltd property is 
challenging, but first 
priority has to be given 
to improving the ferry 
baggage/tram/day 
parking situation and 
determining the space 
devoted to overnight/LT 
cart parking and utility 
truck parking.

1) Desperate need for 
active architectural 
design review with 
teeth.  Ltd needs to 
delegate this relatively 
unused authority to 
either the BHA or a new 
body other than the 
Village. 2) Public toilets 
in Intracoastal or 
chandler bldg..

Employee housing (limited 
case of Res/com)

Desperate need for 
active architectural 
design review of 
comml AND VILLAGE 
lots with teeth.  Ltd 
needs to delegate 
this relatively unused 
authority to either 
the BHA or a new 
body other than the 
Village.

Public restroom here 
or at beach access 42.

1. Desperate need for 
active architectural 
design review with 
teeth.  Ltd needs to 
delegate this relatively 
unused authority to 
either the BHA or a 
new body other than 
the Village. 2) Public 
toilets here or East 
Beach access.

Much of the island commercial construction 
adheres relatively closely to the coastal Carolina 
vernacular, even where that adherence is 
voluntary (Limited's own commercial 
construction), but there are egregious violations of 
the design standards by unreviewed construction.  
The Village's construction varies from very 
appropriate (town hall area) to strangely huge and 
industrial with minimal effort to fit the vernacular 
set on clear-cut land (Public Safety) to low budget 
ugly that is visually unscreened from the road 
(contractor offices/storage).

1) Some commercial AND VILLAGE buildings are 
terrible eyesores, not in keeping with the 
architecture of the island - eg mid-island parcels 
10, 17, 8, and the contractor bldg.  Architectural 
review is desperately needed (see other 
comments).  2)  Clear cutting, removing visual 
buffer zones of trees - 3) Failure to provide public 
restrooms, leaving burden on stores and the 
Conservancy.  4) Marina ferry facilities do not 
function well and need expansion and redesign.

Vigorous architectural review of commercial AND 
VILLAGE construction INCLUDING LANDSCAPE 
REVIEW TO ASSURE PRESERVATION OF AS MUCH 
MARITIME FOREST AS POSSIBLE.  We should do 
everything possible to arrest the slide toward a 
resort/Myrtle Beach environment.  That said, I am 
not in favor of micromanaging the use of 
commercial properties by trying to dictate exactly 
what commercial ventures are welcome on the 
island or at a particular location - but the venture 
has to fit architecturally and avoid clearcutting 
land to the extent possible. Full-Time_Resident



Market
Contractor aarea needs significant landscaping and 
shielding from view

Make the maket area more pedestrian friendly . 

Clean up the office area at mid island. Looks very 
junky Full-Time_Resident

School build in approx 5-
7 yrs time.

School admin bldg; temp 
school housing. Affordable 
housing/rentals for 
workers.

Island feel architecturally. Quantity and size of 
existing structures. Three "epicenters" of 
commercial sites with different "feels" to 
explore/experience. 

Recycle area needs work. Too hard to recycle with 
lifting recyclables 6.5 feet off the ground to 
maneuver into small slots to put into bins. Bins 
often overfilled/closed with no where to put 
recyclables. This should be a lot easier. Deliver 
your recyclables, dump en masse and leave. This 
whole area is a disincentive to recycling. 

Currently, the master plan is needed because the 
flow/type of commercial enterprises are 
haphazard in their location and differing business 
are mixed in seemingly whereever they could fit. 

Lack of things to do for older adolescents. 

Landscaping with and preserving native plants. 

Water drainage throughout island. There must be 
some way to plant/grade/handle local flooding so 
that it does not have such an impact. 

Infrastructure to support growing island 
community - safety, utilities, roads. The fire that 
recently occurred had an impact on entire island 
and we were unable to handle it. What if there 
was another fire/emergency on another part of 
island? 

Moratorium on building both residential and 
commercial until adequate plan for enhancement 
and approved money is in hand. 

Movie theater in historical building for kids; 
permanent school there, arcade/bowling alley?  
Older adolescents often times are bored and get 
into mischief. 

Business conference/meeting areas (outside of 
club membership meeting rooms) to attract 
business folks for retreats, employee recognition, 
etc. This would help off season bookings and help 
buoy economy. 

Different easy to use bins for recycling, or better 
yet, have a recycling pick up at commercial and 
residential bldgs with designated cans for garbage, 
cardboard, the rest that are not left to residents. 

Master plan for landscaping in three discussed 
areas, but also a whole island plan that is more 
aggressive in maintaining unique nature preserve 
feel, that incorporates commercial areas, that 
mitigates flooding. Full-Time_Resident

The commercial area around the market and 
clothing shops, also the Jailhouse and Jules areas.

The very worst element in my opinion was 
allowing Phillips air to have an access driveway off 
of Muscadine Wynd, when the already had access 
off the Edward Teach extension, 30 feet away.  
The new access is both ugly and unsafe, and in my 
opinion should be eliminated.  

Require building appearance in the commercial 
district to me more uniform.  It now appears very 
haphazard.  Also require businesses to get color 
and material approval like residential construction.  
There should be no tin buildings and no black and 
black/white buildings. Full-Time_Resident

Conservancy Parking, green space More, better designed parking Full-Time_Resident

Maritime market and surroudings
New 4 story building going up across from fire 
station Have a plan Full-Time_Resident

the older market area where buildings fit in 
beneath the canopy of trees.  

public safety clearcut too many trees and the new 
construction site will be too tall and cut so many 
beautiful trees.  

less retail shopping!  limit size of buildings, have a 
natural screen of native plants around and in front 
of buildings, limit tree removal, design around the 
environment, architectural review of design plans 
to fit BHI.  We don,t want to be Myrtle Beach! Full-Time_Resident

Walking trails
Conservation of natural 
environment Bathrooms Commercial minimalism

Poor public infrastructure (parking, bathrooms, 
sidewalks, trash collection, transportation)

Lack of regard for natural environment/clear 
cutting trees.  Overcrowding lots.

Commercial guidelines that require replacement of 
trees displaced.

Require businesses to screen their trash - 
dumpsters are everywhere.

Require all ICE vehicles return to contractor lots 
each night.

NO overnight parking in Marina
Full-Time_Resident

Residences and buildings that adhere to the 
Coastal Carolina vernacular and present consistent 
visuals. 

Buildings, e.g. the repurposed firehouse or the 
Monkees retail building that do not conform to the 
Carolina coastal vernacular. 

Establish a building code and architectural review 
standards for commercial properties. Full-Time_Resident

Market area including Room Service, Coastal Urge, 
Island Passage and Hardware store.  
All flows nicely and not bare and commercial 
looking.  Even where Lou Earnhardt medical facilty 
and Harper Peterson facilities look nice and 
inviting.

The new building going up near the fire station is 
an eye sore.

Not sure what the new building is going to look 
like I hope and pray they add a lot of landscaping.  
WHO will be allowed to purchase the condos or is 
this something already signed?

Full-Time_Resident



Historic Preservation, 
Natural Conservancy, 
Public Transportation, 
Parking and Public 
Services (Bathrooms, 
Water Fountain, Dog, 
Signage) Signage

Parking, Pedestrian Access 
Improvements, Screening, 
Uniform Design Standards

Conservancy, Natural 
Preservation, Parking 
Public Services 
(Bathrooms, Trash 
Collection, Water 
Fountains)

Until recently - Natural Preservation, Historical 
Preservation and Uniform Commercial Building 
designs and appearance contributed greatly to 
both the unique charm of Bald Head and the 
stated goals of island residents "to enhance and 
protect the value, desirability and attractiveness of 
the island".  The Village demonstrated resolve for 
MINIMAL COMMERCIALISM and living IN 
HARMONY with our natural environment.  

1. Lack of adequate public transportation 
(residents and visitors, baggage, parking) 
2. Lack of public facilities (bathrooms, beach 
accesses, parking, trash receptacles, signage)
3. Lack of regard for natural and historical assets 
(clear cutting trees, encouraging overcrowding, 
elimination of historic footpath in Harbor, etc.) 
4. Lack of commercial design guidelines (trash 
screening, ICE vehicle parking, exterior 
appearances, pedestrian access)
5. Lack of maintenance and support for existing 
public resources (dog park, beach accesses, creek 
access, harbor-side pavilion, and cape fear 
commons are overgrown and largely 
unmaintained, decision to abandon versus re-
purpose existing town hall)
6. Lack of regard for safety (closing Lighthouse 
Wynd is a known emergency vehicle and fire 
safety issue, forcing pedestrian traffic into busy 
intersections, too many ICE vehicles)
7. Lack of common spaces and directional signage
8. Lack of shared spaces (public safety, village 
staff, harbor mgmt.)

1. Commercial Properties (CP) must 
MEANINGFULLY offset their environmental impact 
on the existing tree canopy and natural 
environment (reforestation & environmental 
impact requirements) PRIOR TO approval plan
2. CP permit easements for reasonable pedestrian 
and public access on/across property
3. CPs must have set-back and density 
requirements that promote attractiveness and 
desirability of the island.
4. CPs to maintain "off-season" hours of operation 
proportional to "in-season" hours of operation     
 5. CPs to provide adequate parking based on 
occupancy, require the Village to provide adequate 
parking for public facilities (beach, creek, parks)
7. CPs must screen and dispose of trash and 
parking (Like residents do),
8.  Incorporate commercial building design 
standards and safety (DOT? ADA?) guidelines    
9.  Village invest in public infrastructure and 
maintenance - at least "a" public 
restroom/drinking water/trash in each district and 
each public building (town hall, safety, etc) Full-Time_Resident

Gateway markers / 
wayfinding

Gateway markers / 
wayfinding

Gateway markers / 
wayfinding

Ability to know choices - of retail, restaurants, 
locations of cart rental, rules of island (no 
underage driving, etc).

Having no oversight of the commercial building 
process. Over-burdened infrastructure (roads, 
utilities). In this environment, ferry schedule, 
ability to get to island. No way-finding system that 
informs visitors of where to go, what to do on the 
island. Focus needs to be on the new visitors to 
the island. Even with all the right things in place, if 
people don't know where to go, what exists, what 
to do, it's hard to drive traffic to those places.

Enhance gateways. Put commercial development 
under the same stringent rules as residential 
construction. Build wayfinding into/around island 
amenities. Full-Time_Resident

Retaining the feel of the island None  come to mind. 

Invite food trucks  in the marina during in-season  ( 
or the weekends ) to provide more and better 
food options to the island.  Consider leasing plots 
for these venues or pop-up shops in season. Full-Time_Resident

A Welcome Center and 
media hub Bathrooms

Additional places to eat and beautiful plants and 
shrubs.

Too many shops offering the same items and too 
many trees being taken down.

Put a hold on any more commercial development 
and alcohol serving establishments.
Put swings in the Village Marina Park area.  

Full-Time_Resident

Shopping 
Restaurants 

Roads
Commercial building period
Island has adequate commercialization 

Reduce commercialization in general
Keep big oak trees Full-Time_Resident

Mid island conservancy 

Harbor area dirty and congested by Jules and 
barge area

Need to clean up landscaping going through 
shoppes, hardware store and market 

Contractor areas in need of landscape plantings to 
block views 

Clean up area p, stop/limit cart access to barge 
area and behind Jules

Renovate bathrooms located by Park area where 
tent was located 
Create a park like setting with benches  and some 
swings.  Full-Time_Resident

1) The emphasis on preserving the environment
2) 

1) Lack of maintenance of the parks, street signs, 
garbage sheds 
2) The building of the contractor storage space 
along Federal Road in full view
3) Numerous eye soars in Village areas.  ie: 
vehicles and Contractor golf carts look like a junk 
yard.
4) Over building of new commercial space.  ie: the 
destruction of the forest for the new commercial 
space near the Fire station is one example.

1) Protect the environment as first priority
2) Maintain what we have.   Many of the parks, 
common areas, street signs are not maintained
3) Pause further commercial development.  The 
current shopping and restaurants cannot even 
staff with the current commercial buildings 
available.  Why would we build more?  We have 
empty commercial space now (ie Delphina's, 
Sandpiper, etc.).  

Full-Time_Resident

The chapel area is a attractive and blends with the 
environment, as does the Conservancy campus.  .  

Cheap commercial buildings should not be allowed 
any more.  

Any new commercial buildings need to meet 
similar architectural standards that residential 
buildings are required to meet. Full-Time_Resident

Harbor area; Maritime Market area; Conservancy 
area

Commercial vehicle and storage/staging areas.
Lack of sidewalk and/or bike paths; the amount of 
ICE traffic and the speed of those vehicles (carts, 
too) make walking along main roads dangerous. 

Designate and contain commercial/maintenance 
areas, then screen with a mixture of privacy 
fencing and landscaping. Treat these areas with 
the same stringency as ARC treats residential 
property. There seems to be vastly different 
standards for residential and commercial. Full-Time_Resident



Conservancy and surrounding area are lovely and 
Mike's Bites is great.  Parking there is generally 
sufficient.  Harbor is nice the way it is and I would 
not add commercial activies

Too many useless and unneeded shops.   More 
dining options and alternatives to buy interesting 
food are needed

stop building condos and mixed use commercial 
residential that add too many people to island.  
Add parking where needed Full-Time_Resident

Some buildings blend in nicely. 

Lighting; stripped bare landscape; height of 
buildings! The choice of businesses~ Too trendy 
and not in keeping  with BHI nature/laid back feel. 

Have an ARB for commercial buildings. Restrict 
trucks/ICE permits Full-Time_Resident

Keep it natural Keep it natural
Stop the commercial we 
have enough Keep it natural

No hotel, no more 
shopping, reasonably 
priced food, better 
grocery options Natural please Wildlife overlook Too much commercial. Reduce rentals Full-Time_Resident

Low profile buildings no 
higher than existing 
residential restrictions.

Height restrictions for 
new development no 
higher than any 
existing buildings.

Height restrictions for 
new development no 
higher than any existing 
buildings.

The current Maritime Way has to date been 
attractively designed with buildings that fit into 
the environment and yet functional.  However, 
additional lodging/apartments on Maritime Way 
would detract from the current success and should 
be relegated to the less visible areas.

The historic area is "pleasing to the eye" and 
blends well into the environment.  However, the 
future Old Baldy museum, Village offices or other 
venues should never be allowed to deviate from 
the aura and mystique provided by Old Baldy itself 
(as well as the Chapel, BHA and current Village 
facilities).

It is unconscionable that the old fire station 
property was permitted to add a direct access road 
to Muscadine Wynd and have ICE parking at the 
corner of Muscadine Wynd and Edward Teach 
Extension.  It is a significant eyesore on one of the 
main thoroughfares on the island, and one in 
which so many individuals and visitors pass on the 
way to the Market and shopping.  This is  the 
biggest disappointment of any of the development 
on the island, notwithstanding that apparently the 
property allows ICE parking outside of the 
contractors' lot (because it was grandfathered for 
ICE parking when it was the fire station).

Lack of safe pedestrian travel (walking or bikes) on 
the major wynds/roads is a safety hazard that at 
some point the Village will be involved in litigation 
when deaths occur (this is not a "if" but "when" 
situation).

Establish commercial design guidelines that are 
consistent with the residential requirements that 
enhance, not distract or diminish from the current 
"look and feel" of the island.  Actually, these 
should not be "guidelines" but rules that must be 
followed, and governed by an independent Board.

While it may be difficult to enact retroactively,  
impose and/or encourage these new obligations 
on commercial establishments to adapt to, and 
adopt, the new rules..  If not legally feasible to 
impose regulations retroactively, any new 
development by existing commercial property 
owners (including related entities under that may 
want to develop under different legal companies) 
should be required to "fix" existing establishments 
as a condition of any new development efforts or 
major renovations.

While I have no issues with, and understand, the 
risks that existing commercial properties have 
taken in pursuit of commercial success on the 
island,  they need to be held accountable for prior 
decisions. Full-Time_Resident

Less is more Less is more Less shops Full-Time_Resident

Additional public 
restrooms; Outdoor 
"rinse off" showers and 
foot washers

Additional public 
restrooms; Outdoor 
"rinse off" showers and 
foot washers

Additional public 
restrooms

Additional public 
restrooms

Public restrooms and 
outdoor "rinse off" 
showers and foot 
washers

Public restrooms and 
outdoor "rinse off" 
showers and foot 
washers

Jailhouse Provisions is a perfect example of taking 
a former commercial building which was old and 
rundown and creating a new building which is 
attractive and enhances the surrounding 
environment. Unfortunately, the multi-tenant 
commercial building next to it which was also an 
old, rundown building, on the corner of Muscadine 
Wynd and Edward Teach, and the Island Mini-
Storage building, which was new construction, 
across the street from it, are not attractive and 
detract from the "vibe" of that area. Both of these 
commercial buildings should be required to 
improve the attractiveness of the structures. 
Either by painting the exteriors, with landscaping, 
or with free standing public art.

The commercial and residential structures should 
be more harmonious from a design standpoint. 
Residential structures on the island tend to 
complement one another in design and color 
scheme while most commercial structures look 
cheap and do not enhance the surrounding 
environment. A current example, the front of the 
new multi-tenant building on the corner of 
Muscadine Wynd and Maritime Way looks like it 
may complement the existing environment, but 
the back of the building looks cheap and very 
industrial. Hopefully, the metal siding will be 
painted appropriately and new landscaping will 
help hide the building. 

Any new commercial building should be required 
to conform to a "standard" which will enhance the 
surrounding area. The exterior paint color should 
blend in with the environment  and not stand out 
like the "black and white striped" multi-tenant 
building on the corner of Muscadine and Edward 
Teach. The metal siding looks "cheap" and should 
be redone. Full-Time_Resident

Careful,  thoughtful, low-
impact implementation

No  idea   what  is meant 
by  Mid-Island Area

How would  I  know? 
I have no idea where 
this  is. See  first answer

Elements  that blend seamlessly into  the  natural 
elements that made Bald Head the treasure it 
used to be

Elements that focus only on utility and ignore and 
destroy the  beauty and natural gracefulness of 
the island

Stop relying on people who have no love or 
appreciation of the island to make design 
decisions Full-Time_Resident

The island will need 
additional space for boat 
storage. Residential only.

Most of the commercial properties are 
consolidated along Maritime Way, and contractor 
services on Edward Teach.  This is aesthetically 
pleasing. 

Some of the new construction is too high and 
large. The black and boxy buildings are 
unappealing.  

Continue to keep residential apart from 
commercial and contractors.  If we build a public 
restroom, it should be located on Maritime or 
Edward Teach.  This is a central location and does 
not draw day tourists, for whom this would be 
constructed, to any one beach or residential 
neighborhood. Full-Time_Resident

As much as we like the island the way it is now, we 
must accept the fact that the island will be built 
out as the Mitchell's planned.  I appreciate the lack 
of large signage and hotels.  The Village working 
on infrastructure has been huge given the amount 
of building.  

I feel the commercial building should be help to 
strict ARC approvals as homes do.  

Not differently, but I am happy the island has put a 
hold on commercial building until a new master 
plan can be completed.  Full-Time_Resident



Marina and mid island shops and eateries.  But 
there is not enough restaurants for full build out 
of new homes.   Build protection plans and beach 
accesses are succesful.

Roads are to narrow in spots so no room for carts 
and passing bikes, runners, walkers, etc.
The S curves by Flora Bluff need rumble strips to 
slow traffic.
Lighting at crossroads is non-existent in several 
areas and a accident will occur.
Not enough restaraunts for summer months and 
eventually full buildout.
Change zoning laws such that the Village has the 
authority to allow building permits for the results 
of the Master Plan.  As of now, commercial 
building requests that meets code must be 
allowed.  Therefore in an extreme example, but a 
true one, we could end up with   
5 schools using up the few remaining vacant 
commercial lots.

I would work on everything written above, and 
copied here:
.Roads are too narrow in spots so no room for 
carts and passing bikes, runners, walkers, etc.
The S curves by Flora Bluff need rumble strips to 
slow traffic.
Lighting at crossroads is non-existent in several 
areas and a accident will occur.
Not enough restaraunts for summer months and 
eventually full buildout.
Change zoning laws such that the Village has the 
authority to allow building permits for the results 
of the Master Plan.  As of now, commercial 
building requests that meets code must be 
allowed.  Therefore in an extreme example, but a 
true one, we could end up with   
5 schools using up the few remaining vacant 
commercial lots. Full-Time_Resident

not overbuilt
managed tree cutting 
the buildings with coastal vernacular architecture
no high-rises
nice landscaping 
pedestrian-friendly
baffled lighting

destruction of plants
clear-cutting
unsightly metal buildings and containers
ugly parking areas
illegal parking
inconsistency and proliferation of signage
contractor messes at building sights
multi-story buildings above two floors Cite illegal parking and contractors not complying 

to standards
Develop and enforce standards for commercial 
building like the ARC standards for homes

Full-Time_Resident

Public bathrooms should 
be more accessible. 
Those located in the 
dock master building are 
hidden to the general 
public. Former 
Sandpiper and 
Delphina's are excellent 
food and beverage 
locations for day tripers, 
pre and post ferry 
traffic. No to Hotel. 

I would like to see as 
little "Development" as 
possible. I would like to 
see better use of the 
spaces that are currently 
empty. Sandpiper, 
Delphna, BBQ shack. 
This would support the 
community and tourist. 

The main complaint I here 
is a need for more food 
and beverage serving those 
without club memberships. 
I think we should support 
local small business and 
not chain restaurants. 
Uniqueness is one of the 
hallmarks of our island.

Additional public 
restrooms are needed. 
This area is a food 
desert with exception 
of Mike's Bites. The 
former lighthouse 
foundation is begging 
to be converted to 
plaza style seating with 
a historical flair. Tables 
and umbrellas would 
be lovely. 

The Maritime Market area is a nice central location 
for gathering and supplies. As a resident, the 
Market and the Hardware Store are vital to the 
island residents. For tourism, the Maritime Market 
area retail is nice. The maritime shops, Turtle 
Central, and Riverside shops are perfect for those 
wanting souvenirs.

The real estate in the marina has been abandoned 
since the pandemic. It was successful and can be 
again. The Black and White building at the corner 
of Maritime Way and Muscydine is an eyesore. 
The chain store "Monkees" does not fit with the 
island vision. I am also concerned about the 
proposed school. I have requested information 
from the leaders and had no response. We already 
have mixed Residental /Commercial space above 
Costal Urge and another being built across from 
the PS building: I understand we need housing for 
international seasonal employees but that should 
enough and not become part of our landscape. 

I would not be overly focused on development. 
Any form of development should be approach 
cautiously and conservatively. The undeveloped 
nature of our island is what makes it special and 
unique. Even words of development  like Park, 
Plaza, and landscaping seem out-of-place. The 
beach, maritime forest and the marsh are our 
parks, plazas and landscape. Full-Time_Resident

I thought of this after I submitted my survey. The 
Jailhouse provision conversion for the old PS 
building has been a success. They made something 
nice from a metal rectangular building. The 
offerings hit the spot throughout the day. Also 
successful is the Fire pit gathering area next to the 
market with it's selection of food and beverage. I 
am not sure what is happening at the Timbercreek 
Mulch site but I hope it is commercial parking. 

The commercial parking area on the way out of the 
marina is an eyesore. Likewise when commercial 
vehicles are allowed to park along the road leading 
to the barge it looks terrible. The odd group of 
commercial businesses next door in the first of the 
two Black and White buildings is odd. How did the 
ARC let this happen? And then again at the 
Maritime and Muscadine corner is a sister black 
and white building. I have heard this will house a 
dog groomer, chain owned shoe store and school. 
That is a most bizarre combination. Who is 
approving this type growth? It seems short minded 
and looks terrible  architecturally. 

Please accept these additional comments to my 
previously submitted survey. THANK YOU

Full-Time_Resident

Almost all of them are successful in various ways.

The dorm/apartments are in poor shape and need 
to be updated.  
The building that used to have Delphina's, BHI 
Rentals is full of mold and mildew and poses a 
health issue.
The shops/stores on Maritime Way need a facelift 
or at least a good cleaning and painting of all the 
buildings.

Repair the buildings that need it.  The dockmaster 
building could be repaired and updated into small 
shops and hopefully, Delphina's and Sandpiper.
I would not have allowed the black and white 
striped color scheme on the new buildings.  It does 
not blend in with the rest of the island.

Full-Time_Resident

More authentically 
pleasing commercial space. Maritime Way - market, stores, etc.

Current parking in the harbor area is getting tight. 
Parking restrictions in the "circle" and around the 
harbor are not enforced.

Bring back the permanent tent in the harbor, 
maintain that as an open area. Make it a gathering 
space, there could be outdoor movies and bands in 
the summer.

Full-Time_Resident



Welcome center and 
public bathrooms

Welcome Cneter and 
public bathrooms. 
Handicap access

All commercial business 
space as well as space for 
business owners needs. 

Handicap access.  
Landscaping to 
suitably sustain the 
forest but also to 
'hide' the 
contractor/storage 
uses

In the theme of the 
conservancy, 
businesses dedicated 
to art, Island culture 
and history, education. Handicap access

The initial intent to 'corral' businesses in the 
center of the island, preserves the residential 
neighborhoods.
ARC Standards for dwellings

Lack of commercial building design standards 
consistent with ARC standards for dwellings
Lack of consideration for the home owners 'view' 
adjacent to businesses
Not all businesses provide handicap access
Owners do not have input to the types of 
businesses opened on the island...the zoning 
process does.
More has to be done to preserve the forest during 
any further expansion.

Many of my suggestions are above.  
Develop a master build out plan ... thank you for 
starting  this effort!
Always consider FIRST in any plan the original 
intentions behind the island's development. 
Consider ways to preserve open space before it 
disappears. Full-Time_Resident

Harbor has pretty aesthetics now.
Commercial development in the interior of the 
island needs to be away from the main wynds.

The commercial building at Muscadyne and 
Edward Teach should have been moved back  
away from a main intersection that it is not so 
visible.  At minimum, some foliage needs to be 
planted as a buffer. Full-Time_Resident

Recreation for young 
people� that could 
alleviate the mischief. Residential

Anything Oceanside
Ferry area

Park near Chicamacomico
Area near Art store

Go back and review the document 2025, which 
was developed by a group of islanders. Full-Time_Resident

N/a N/a N/a Full-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

more than adequate contractor spaces

lack of public restrooms, inadequate parking, lack 
of landscaping, ugly buildings, loss of hardwood 
trees, poor drainage, 

more pleasing softer buildings, improved drainage, 
adequate parking, uniformed signage Full-Time_Resident,other

Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Water,electricity Building too many houses Not move here Full-Time_Resident,other

Market area but needs to be contained Walking bike paths Add walking bike paths Full-Time_Resident,Part-Time_Resident

Keep the beautiful, unique environment the 
priority and all structures secondary. Keep the 
style coastal and classic. Let the environment 
remain the focus and keep trendy artificial things 
at a minimum--signage, art work, etc.  Art is very 
subjective and taste is too varied. I recommend 
keeping this to a minimum, if at all.  Landscaping 
makes sense when native plants, trees, grasses, 
and flowers are used. not sure not sure other

None of these. Seems fine as it is
Cleaning up what 
exists

Only conservancy 
expansion Existing buildings need refreshing.

Interiors look dated and some exteriors look in 
need of repair

Maintain what is there with extremely limited 
expansion.  If ferry and tram system work 
appropriately to shuttle people on and off the 
island EFFICIENTLY everything else would work 
well as long as merchants meticulously maintain.  
Maintenance and sustainability should be the keys 
to these areas.  other

Current shops in mid island area
Market needs to be enlarged and possibly Have 
separate beverage store More native landscaping other

Having shopping and dining grouped together and 
land donated to conservancy to help keep areas 
non buildable None Have more areas that are non buildable other

the nature overlook, marsh trails, width of the 
major roads, park area at the harbor/creekside

lack of sidewalks/designated walk/bike areas on 
the major roads - especially during weekdays when 
ICE vehicles are traveling through frequently.  
Most are good about slowing down but there are 
many spots with blind curves or tight areas

I am concerned about continued growth without 
employees or infrastructure to support it.  Over 
the last couple of years it seems that the island 
has faced numerous pain points, specifically 
related to the ferry service and employment.  It 
would be detrimental to the current environment 
to encourage more visitors without knowing that 
the current stores/restaurants/market, etc could 
support those visitors.  I am strongly against 
another hotel on the island. other

Apts and residential over 
retail

The residential components of the marina� s north 
end are well thought out and well built out, 
including the B&B� s.

The perimeter at the marsh side including the 
former wedding tent green area is under 
developed and underutilized as open space and 
plaza. And the mess around the back side of Jules 
and the barge ramp is an ugly industrial eyesore 
with poor screening, poor parking, and inadequate 
truck pull off areas.

Create architectural and landscape review for all 
additions, exterior renovations, and new 
construction in the three commercial areas. Staff 
the review committee with a unique board not 
under control of the BHA and consisting of 
commercial property owners, residents, and 
professionals. other

Middle island shopping area
Vacancies in Harbor area do not portray a positive 
impression to first time or daily visitors

Colors on new middle island commercial building 
(black/white stripes) do not fit the island. Three 
story building being constructed seems too tall for 
the island. other

Historic Preservation An ampitheater park Turtle Conservation The houses and the clubs are well maintained.

No business or building is built with enough 
parking on BHI - the whole place - especially by the 
market looks like a golf cart junkyard.  The 
contractor lots are sloppy and full of litter, too. 

Eliminate all offices and administrative buildings 
that sit empty 90% of the time.  other



Covered Out door spaces.  

Refillable water bottle station

Public bathroom No parking available - other
Having different areas of the island with 
commercial space is nice, but would love one more 
dining establishment on east end that isn� t 
associated with a club. 

Not enough establishments to eat to meet 
demand during summer months. 

Maintain as much natural area as possible. 
Encourage bike riding instead of taking up space 
for cart parking. other

The original commercial buildings in the harbor 
were built in a tasteful manner.  The recently built, 
currently being built, or rehabbed, other than the 
Jailhouse, have not. 

Lack of a commercial ARC has led to unattractive 
commercial buildings with no conformance to a 
low country or a BHI aesthetic. Stores that cater 
only to the very rich are a poor commentary on 
BHI values. More stores mean more staff, which 
means more people needing to commute to and 
from BHI on the already always late and crowded 
ferry. 

An ARC should have been created years ago, and 
now the need is desperate. The new commercial 
ARC needs strict rules that are enforced. Use of 
any remaining commercial property needs to be 
carefully considered based on BHI needs, not 
investors or developers desire to make money. It is 
almost too late. The Village must act quickly and 
with a great deal of thought and care. Those 
making the decisions should not be people who 
own commercial enterprises. They have conflicts 
of interest. other

Esthetic Cosmetic Keep island preserved through conservation Part-Time_Resident

Trails and marina

Multi story building on Edward Teach is too high.  
The black and white buildings by Philllips Air is not 
in keeping with the color scheme of the island

Have commercial develop be more transparent to 
the islanders especially when the ARC is so 
particular for residential properties Part-Time_Resident

- - - Part-Time_Resident

The park area near east beach is very nice it would 
be good to have something similar at marina Storage area surrounding are not attractive Have free charging stations throughout the island Part-Time_Resident

Public restrooms Public Restrooms Public Restrooms
Grocery store, Jail House Restaurant, Conservancy 
are successful Contractor Yard is not very attractive.  

I would not have taken out all of the natural 
vegetation around the new contractor yard. There 
should be more public restrooms at beach 
accesses. Part-Time_Resident

Interiors of shops & restaurants 

Mildew covered, buildings, messy looking 
landscape, trash, etc behind restaurants, not 
enough parking in Harbour & Conservancy, illegal 
parking not monitored 

Have the Village maintain buildings & landscaping 
better. Part-Time_Resident

Market and Marina.
East Beach needs more parking, restrooms and 
easy food. More planned gathering, open space. Part-Time_Resident

No more development No more development No more deve No more development No more development 

I think BHI is special bc it doesn� t have a lot of over 
development. That makes it special. I think what 
BHI has NOW is enough.  

ALL the new construction especially  the multi 
story building near the police station. 

This island can only support so much growth.  BHI 
is a special place because we don� t have putt putt 
or bumper cars� .mega shopping� .let� s keep it 
that way.  Special.  Not status quo Part-Time_Resident

The look of the exterior flows Together.  
Parking at the Marina is limited.

More outdoor bar and Restaurant space.  More 
options for food and drinks that are open year 
round. More shopping is needed. Women like to 
shop
While on vacation.  More options for kids on 
Rainey days such as an arcade or more free turtle 
education at the conservatory.  When my kids 
were small,
I wished there wasA few parks  to take them to.  
Also, more consistent medical options that are 
open on the weekend when everyone gets hurt. Part-Time_Resident

Maintaining a consistent color scheme
Buildings designed to highlight the natural 
environment, keeping as many trees as possible Not enough covered seating at the ferry terminal 

Provide a covered along covered walkway with 
benches Part-Time_Resident

Small village appeal Too mch of the same old same old
Provide more reflective /relaxing areas to read a 
book etc Part-Time_Resident

Undeveloped spave The market srea Less development Part-Time_Resident

There is enough shopping. Dining is already 
overwhelmed and can� t find staff to run it. 
Honestly, I think we have enough commercial 
development and would hate to see more. 

All is good, with possible landscaping 
improvements, especially around the new 
contractors area to hide the � ugly� . More 
organization there is sorely needed as well.  

Keep things as natural as possible. Do not add 
more than can be staffed (we have added a 
restaurant, but at the loss of another). Organize 
the contractor area so it looks less like a haphazard 
collection of trucks and construction debris - doing 
so by regulating / assigning parking and storage 
areas might help Part-Time_Resident

Low profile, unobtrusive.
Cluster shops and restaurants for walkability. 
Adequate parking

widely dispersed shops/restaurants so that one 
must drive
offices mixed with shops

allow for expansion of ferry landing and tram area. 
Also assoc parking lot/day parking for ferry

Part-Time_Resident



Building architecture that blends in with the 
environment.

Clear cutting land, removing native plants for 
commercial construction. Too many ICE vehicles 
on the island supporting surge in construction 
without controls for safety. Emphasis should focus 
on island environment conservation. Commercial 
development does not support preserving the 
maritime ecosystem. 

Development should support conservation and 
island preservation- not commercial resort 
features. Residential growth should not precede 
infrastructure such as additional Public Safety 
officers, fire equipment, water & sewer systems. 
Invest resources to educate visitors of the wildlife 
and how to coexist in the environment. Part-Time_Resident

Minimal built environment It has grown enough
Increase transportation infrastructure and leave 
the rest as it is Part-Time_Resident

I believe we should continue to keep the island 
authentic and not build it up with a bunch of 
random buildings, as we moved to the island from 
Ocean Isle due to that very reason. Overbuilt and 
crowding over the years killed the culture and love 
of the natural environment. As a student in 
Environmental Science and meteorology it is 
important to me about successful built and not 
overbuilding as for example in Raleigh. Growth is 
going to happen, but there should be rules and 
efforts to maintain the great character of the 
islands. We should also make great efforts to 
maintaining the most commercial areas to one 
area. Explained above see above Part-Time_Resident

Separation of commercial units.
Open space with nature surrounding.

Density in the midi island area.
Presence of the natural eco-systems.
Minimize uncaredfor space particularly at the BHI 
Club and in too many "neighborhoods".

Survey the island to ensure proper maintenance of 
natural areas.
Minimize density of commercial areas...does a 
need exist for additional commercialism?? 
"Limited" limited what some have considered 
comfortable retail to enhance their P/L 
performance.

Part-Time_Resident

Those that disrupt the natural beauty of the island 
the least and follow the architectural standards 
residences are held to on the island Area including storage units Protect live oaks, consistent architectural style Part-Time_Resident

Market / Pavilion, hardware store and shops, 
harbor restaurants and gift shops, Turtle Central 
campus    New construction for construction company

   Keep retail and food and beverage separate from 
BHI business and construction buildings. BHI 
Contractor storefronts should be located together 
and be separate from the retail and food and 
beverage facilities. Part-Time_Resident

Marina area and the Conservancy 

The old fire house which is now black and white 
striped.  How does this fit into the aesthetic of 
BHI? 

I think a master plan is definitely needed.
I think commercial buildings should come under 
the same or very similar guidelines as residential 
building.
I would not want to see any additional 3 story 
commercial buildings.   Part-Time_Resident

The market area, hardware store, and shops on 
the mud island area.  

I don� t know how successful or not the businesses 
are but, the area behind the market doesn� t really 
fit in with the look of the island.  We need smart 
strategic long term growth that will service both 
the full time residents as well as the part timers 
and the vacationers.  We don� t need nor should 
we want to be like other coastal North Carolina 
communities, we hat have grown up either too 
fast or is just chasing the next dollar.

Though I like Jailhouse, the hat stretch of 
commercial area doesn� t seem to fit into the look 
and feel of BHI.  I would also discourage regional 
or local � chain stores�  from being able to set up 
shop on the island (ie Monkees).  It just takes 
away from the charm and uniqueness that makes 
BHI out home away from home., Part-Time_Resident

simplicity flood management updated way finding signs and markings Part-Time_Resident

The park across from Souther Living development 
quite lovely.  

Not enough public spaces in Marina area.  Food 
and beverage options in Marina are very limited. 
Contractor area along Federal road is a complete 
eyesore.  Does not seem as if there has been much 
consideration about how many total lots/areas can 
be built

More dedicated green space particularly along 
Federal road headed towards East Beach and past 
conservancy. Ie Across from Federal road side of 
Southern living development . Too many lots being 
developed with seemingly no clear plan to keep 
green spaces.  Would use the existing area where 
Conservancy is located to add food/beverage 
option rather than develop existing green space 
further down Federal road Part-Time_Resident

Like the center of the island around Maritime Way 
being the primary shopping area, however I do feel 
we deparately need more shopping and dinning 
venues.  I feel that construction and buidling 
entiites need to be a bit more isolated , 
camoflauged and defined throughout the island.  , 

To many exterior differences, need more uniform 
codes for exterior and more parking .  hate the 
way the new area around Public Safety has gotten 
"junked up" with carts, vans, trucks etc.  We most 
definately need business/equipment parking that 
in discret and HIDDEN.  Same problem in the 
Harbor, get these business carts , trucks etc in a 
hidden lot

Make more distinct exterior design requirements 
MORE sidewalks throughout the island. Part-Time_Resident



Harbor. South side of mod area.  Very hit and miss. No theme for each area.  

Think of like villages�

Harbor = welcome area, boating, accommodations, 
history, spiritual  
Mid-island= mixed use commercial, shopping, � mid-
town� . Walk-around. 
Cape = educational, historical 

Part-Time_Resident

Low impact to surrounding residential or natural 
areas while having utility and providing additional 
options (food/beverage/necessities) to residents 
and visitors.

Ample parking areas and access

Elements that detract and interfere with natural 
area and environment. 

Light pollution
Noise near residential properties

Allow options so long as they ascetically conform 
to the area.

Consider development of additional recreational 
areas that fold into natural character and beauty 
of the island. Ropes, frisbee golf, allow access to 
more hiking and walking trails.

BHI Club and Shoals Clubs have reached or are 
quickly reaching capacity. Identify develop a third 
option or allow for expansion of existing facilities 
to accommodate the growth of visitors and 
owners.

I believe a high impact use such as a hotel would 
completely change the character of the island, 
however there has to be an intermediary type 
lodging more than Air B+B or bed and breakfast 
but less than a hotel that could fit. Just not sure 
what that is or might look like. Part-Time_Resident

None. No more 
commercial 
development here.

The maritime market area has been well designed. 
Adequate parking. Good landscaping . The whole 
area is functional with shops, hardware, and 
grocery. The rest of the mud-island area is 
hideous.

The mid island area, except for the maritime 
market area is hideous. I don� t know why ICE 
vehicles are parked in plain site on corner of 
Edward Teach Ext and Muscadine. The building 
that they are parked by, the old firehouse, is the 
most horrible-looking building on the planet. The 
contractor parking is an eyesore.

Much stronger design guidelines and adherence to 
code, no matter how politically connected the 
property owners are. Part-Time_Resident

The marina is pleasant and could be easily 
designed to incorporate additional food and 
beverage options. 

The market area is starting to look ratty  and is 
becoming something of a circus - too many 
options of non appealing choices. Temporary tent 
is now a permanent fixture and trees over plaza 
area could let in more light. Fountain fixtures 
always broken. Market trying to do too much with 
pizza, and wok, etc. Unplanned growth. Also need 
speed bumps or someone will get hurt near 
market. 
The area behind the market relegated to 
contractors is unsightly. Fencing/plantings would 
help, and individual concerns should be more 
responsible for the look of their spaces. 

Redesign market plaza. Make room for an 
additional grocer or convenience store so there is 
an additional option. Invite that competition. 
Open the plaza space and use trees, not moldy 
tent for shade. Redesign roadways and parking 
with safety in mind.  Part-Time_Resident

Areas retain their own identities, purposes.

Shoals area seems in-transition- with large 
residence going in, club nearly in the ocean and 
very popular beach access abutting an upscale, 
private residential area... this could use some 
rethinking to tie this all together in concert with 
waterline or should be left alone 

Do not turn this into Hilton Head or make so 
commercialized that Bald Head's identity is lost. Part-Time_Resident



There are several types of restaurants, shopping 
for souvenier type items and vacation attire, 
activity opportunities (bike rental, golf cart rental, 
kayaks...etc. There is parking available for 
businesses.

The variety of dining/shopping options are not 
adequate for the population considering the 
volatile staffing and access to island within ferry 
operating times/inclement weather. There is a lack 
of opportunities for procuring essentials at times - 
scarcity of diapers, food, first aid supplies, home 
improvement...when the only options are 
unavailable. Walking/running/biking are 
dangerous on all Wynds due to ICE, and GC traffic. 
Road and directional signage are lacking. Lack of 
office.storage space for businesses offering 
services to residents. Green spaces lack function 
and are not currently inviting - they are undefined. 
Lack of parking/staging areas for construction 
activity that is hidden from view. Current business 
owners lack commitment to providing reliable, 
sustainable servies and goods to the visiting and 
permanent/semi-permanent population. 
Commercially island lacks identity. 4 tourists or 
residents?? Haphazard.  Not intentional. Dog 
groomer? C'mon!

Put myself in the mindset of a short-term visitor, 
part-time owner, and full-time resident. What 
goods, services, and recreational activities would I 
want/need to match the value of the financial 
investment I make to be part of the BHI? Do I 
move about my day in a state of frustration or 
ease? Is there at least one OR MORE! options for 
each type essential business so that I have 
choices? Can I move about the island safely by 
foot, GC, or bicycle? Are businesses being added 
that can and will survive? Are the business owners 
supported by the island population and will be 
successful enough to give back to the island? Are 
there enough spaces to enjoy recreational 
activities? How do we maximize every inch of 
space thoughtfully so that we can keep 
commercial areas small and impactful while 
maintaining our natural areas and green spaces. Part-Time_Resident

Maritime way is successful before the Monkeys 
stores were built

The exposed contractor buildings - the area facing 
Federal should have been left with lots of foliage.  
I am concerned with the 3 story building being 
built across from Public Access buildings.  What is 
the purpose and how does a 3 story building tie 
into the rest of the existing architecture?

We do not want the island to become too 
commercial.  I feel we need a drug store type 
facility.  It would be nice to be able to purchase 
limited alcohol.  We don� t need more clothing.  A 
few more restaurants would be nice.  We really 
miss the Mexican food. Part-Time_Resident

Personally, I don� t thing there is anything positive 
of the new buildings.  The maritime market area is 
the only construction that has occurred on the 
island that at least blends in with the natural 
surroundings ~which is ideal.

Too much development overall is going on.  We 
were never intended to be a shopping and dining 
destination.  The island is loosing its beauty and 
purpose with new buildings, tearing down 
vegetation, and poor color choices overall of the 
current structures.  

Too much development overall is going on.  Our 
island is loosing its purpose as a place to sit back 
and relax and get away from the hustle of 
mainland living.  We should never have gone down 
the road of becoming a shopping, dining, and 
entertainment destination.  The island is loosing 
its beauty and purpose with new buildings that 
don� t fit esthetically into the surroundings and not 
to mention the tearing down of extensive 
vegetation. homeowners aren� t even allowed to 
trim branches without approval� and yet the amt 
of vegetation removed for the last 3 major 
projects is absurd! We need to get back to 
simplicity� .and the clientele that appreciates the 
purpose of bald head will come back and those 
that don� t respect the island will go elsewhere. Part-Time_Resident

Isolation of the commercial areas Expansion without regard to looks or actual needs

Restrict commercial development to necessary 
services, food, supplies, healthcare, home 
maintenance.
The island is already loosing some of its charm. 
Additional commercial development will hasten 
that. Part-Time_Resident

The buildings do continue the harmony of the 
island. There is a nice mix of use. 

The landscaping could be more consistent and the 
sidewalks cleaned up so they can be used. The 
connection between buildings at the marina and 
middle island are sometimes confusing to navigate 
and seem disconnected. Might be nice to have 
attractive ways to walk between buildings. Things 
seem disjointed. Some of the parking at the 
marina seems clear and then some areas are 
confusing. Would be nice to have more parking at 
the marina. It� s unclear where to park if taking a 
day trip to Southport. The areas used by 
construction companies and contractors looks a 
mess. I worry more commercial space will look like 
this eye sore. These spaces seem poorly managed 
and don� t seem to respect the environment. The 
trash/recycling area could be more attractive and 
cleaner. These spaces could be more user friendly 
and organized. 

The contractor areas need to be managed and 
cleaned up. It seems chaotic and environmentally 
concerning.  There clearly needs to be an area for 
employees to wait for tram rather than the sad 
area by the trash. I� d like to see the areas for 
contractors, services and offices cleaned up and 
organized before anything is added. These areas 
seem like afterthoughts and just thrown together. Part-Time_Resident



I think the harbor area is nice environment and if 
buildings are built with the architectural feel of 
the island some could be added there. 

. 

The most recent contractor area is an eyesore. It 
needs more landcscaping

Someone should be shot for removing the big old 
trees at the market site and the office area across 
from the Safety building. 

What they have added at the market is 
unfortunate. Too much retail is going to spoil the 
feel of the island. I hope landscaping will make it 
more attractive. 

Stricter ARC. All buildings should have to adhere to 
add the ambiance  and style the island has.  What 
they are building doesn� t do that. Stricter design 
and extensive landscaping should be required. 

It be a shame to add commercial at the 
conservancy.  That begins a pretty unspoiled area 
of the island.  Whatever is added there should be 
very strict ARC over site and extensive landscaping 
should be required

What they have added at the market is 
unfortunate. Too much retail is going to spoil the 
feel of the island.  Many of us came to the island 
because it has minimal commercial amenities Part-Time_Resident

Marina Historic area is well planned with 
combination of park/natural area with services.

Contractor office area at mid island is messy with 
too many vehicle left there scattered around.

Organize and assign spaces for contractors and 
when it full it full, don� t let more come and leave 
stuff there.  Also limit ICE vehicles and develop 
plan to have contractors convert to electric Part-Time_Resident

Variety of Shopping is available 

Lack of flow 
Lack of dining diversity
Could vastly improve walking and gathering places.  

The island is seriously lacking in dining not 
associated with the club. 
Options and variety are minimal and outdated. 
I� d be nice to have a tapas/wine bar. 
Or a family style Italian maybe. 

The natural outdoor beauty of our island should be 
celebrated with better gathering places and the 
shopping/dining/office areas be a place you want 
to stroll, meet as a community, comfortably sit in a 
variety of styles and groupings. Part-Time_Resident

No building or 
development  please

No building or 
development  please. Just 
leave it alone.  

No building or 
development please 

Just leave it alone. No 
building or 
development  please. 

No building or 
development  please. 
Just leave it alone. 

Landscaping, trees, Forest and dune preservation  
and natural hurricane barriers. 

Any type of retail, mixed use, building and 
development structures. 

Create a fund to buy up  real estate/land lots. Turn 
those property lots into preservation land. This 
will stop the over-development on the island and 
save infrastructure money and investment in the 
long run for the whole island. The future housing 
development of the island will greatly increase 
costs for infrastructure, water, power, sewer, 
garbage, transportation, etc.   In addition it will 
increase property values and help preserve the 
wildlife and nature beauty of the island. Part-Time_Resident

Maritime Market area has been enormously 
successful and seems to incorporate the needs of 
full and part time residents as well as visitors.  The 
expansion of the 'mid island' area seems logical to 
best centralize 'commercial' space.

Not sure what it is called, but the entire area 
where business people park their trucks, etc is an 
absolute eyesore.  In fact, to me that also includes 
the recycling area which seems more like a dump. 

Most definitely don't need any more 'shopping' 
businesses on the island. Part-Time_Resident

NA Harbor More planned parking at Marina Part-Time_Resident

none none architectural interest, the market
Overbuilt  and houses are way too large. no 
breathing room between houses.   

Limititation on size and amount of building.  
Increase food options outside of clubs Part-Time_Resident

Marina/Harbor
Convenient parking for commercial/small vehicles 
near ferry.

Marsh front plaza/tent was very nice... not sure 
why this was removed.
Large trucks near ferry landing for barge... 
unsightly, but not sure about options; maybe
have them park somewhere near center of island 
and no overnight parking in 
marina/historic/parking areas for large vehicles.

Restore public park & access for marshfront tent 
area in marina
No overnight parking in marina/parking/historic 
area for large commerical vehicles Part-Time_Resident

Existing small offices and shops behind shop and 
market area.  They are screened and also 
landscaped.  Apartments above seem okay.  At one 
time I thought there was going to be additional 
retail or apartments across from the small parking 
area in front of the market

Recent commercial too close to Muscadine and 
associated parking, and access.  Truly a sore 
thumb.
 Buildings abutting Federal road that are ugly 
buildings and inadequately screened and poorly 
planned.
Harbor area behind Jules and surrounding area to 
the east is an eye sore with large truck parking, 
and I believe waste containers. This whole area 
needs to be looked at.

Horrible black and white commercial buildings that 
had been the fire station.  Nothing islandy about 
those buildings.

Consistency in building materials and looks to 
buildings so they represent a complete community 
appearance.  No modern buildings.  All commercial 
out of view of the public.  Landscaping upgrade as 
present landscaping is either non existent or not 
maintained Part-Time_Resident

water fountains; 
Harbour Village 
swimming pool water fountains water fountains Beach access structures including trash containers.

Areas along road sides with pavers with holes 
(South BH Wynd). These are difficult for walking 
and biking with potential injury hazard.

Space for walking and biking with more protection 
from vehicles. 
ABC (liquor) store
More marina dining options Part-Time_Resident



I think the mid island shopping area is of good use 
and looks nice.

I don't think we need "public art". The statue at 
the tent area near the grocery store does not fit 
the environment. I prefer to keep things less 
"junked up" and more natural. 

I think the public storage area could have looked a 
lot nicer and have been more hidden. If the 
Mitchel's were still involved I don't think they 
would have built it that way. The look of the island 
has gone downhill since they stopped being in 
charge. Part-Time_Resident

bathrooms

Keeping the east beach commercial free for the 
most part - Turtle Central and Mike's bites work.  
Would like to see rest rooms in the area like there 
used to be but don't want to see any more 
commercial development in that area

Too much congestion at the harbor area with not 
enough parking for contractors

Keep most commercial areas in the middle of the 
island so that they are somewhat "hidden" Part-Time_Resident

I feel like the marina and 
historic district are 
separate?   We need 
adequate parking and 
restrictions on 
contractors to park here.  
Please no more retail.

Maritime forest preservation, restrictions on 
commercial building, wildlife protection. 

Commercial regulation, gas vehicles, arbitrary tree 
extraction, metal sheds/buildings, lack of parking, 
contractor monitoring, lack of published standards 
and commercial favoritism 

Protect Old Baldy, deny the building of more 
village offices, create roadmap for current and 
future commercial development, put regulations in 
place to ensure the village/homeowners  aren� t 
paying for land,parking,and maintenance of 
commercial entities.  

Part-Time_Resident

Anything to block the 
view of the back end of 
Jules, etc. as you come 
over the wooden bridge 
would be appreciated. Island Hardware.  

We have plenty of shopping already.  A 
"Monkees"??  Seriously??

I have no idea what percentage barge capacity is 
currently used, but doing something, anything to 
increase/improve people's ability to get supplies 
to the island has to be an improvement.

Future commercial development should focus on 
food/beverage and office/contractor space.  As 
the island continues to grow out we need capacity 
for contractors in the faint hope that giving them a 
larger foothold on the island will make getting any 
home improvement/repairs less of a nightmare.  It 
is nothing less than that right now.

Another grocery store is a fantasy, but we could 
sure use one. Part-Time_Resident

Maintain historic village 
feel. No chains Golf cart parking e-bike rentals

Beach access and 
access to food / toilets 
in places other than 
Shoals Club e-bike rentals

Maintain canopy of native plants and trees. Keep 
village feel. No chain stores. Allow for golf cart 
parking.

Incorporate charging stations for golf carts and e-
bike rentals. Too much exclusivity to amenities 
requiring � club�  access.

Rent e-bikes; Stay for meals vs take out if more 
seated restaurants - breakfast, lunch, dinner were 
available mid island and conservancy area.  Would 
especially appreciate more beach access and 
amenities for island residents without requiring 
membership to Shoals Club. Part-Time_Resident

education, exhibition
integration of golf course, boat docks, residential.
low key food and beverage

don't need a school or brewery
don't want myrtle beach
need more garbage collection

halt building at current level.
really look at  requested commercial businesses. 
we do not need a line of empty building/store 
fronts from failed stores, restaurants Part-Time_Resident

Flow of traffic
Attractiveness of Public Service building
ARC guidelines

View of the commercial parking lot on Muscadine 
at corner of Edward Teach Ext.!!!! 
Unattractive building at corner of Muscadine and 
Maritime Way 
Need an additional boat ramp at creek access

1. Get rid of parking lot at Muscadine and Edward 
Teach Ext.
2. Don't allow metal sidings on any buildings
3. Provide noise bafflers on equipment 
surrounding all commercial and municipal 
buildings Part-Time_Resident

those that blend into the nearby folage latge metal buildings 

Limit built envirnment to those that serve generl 
public; those that visit the island as well as those 
that live on it part time or year round. The island is 
a NC treasure. It should be kept accessible for 
anyone who wants to visit.  But commerical 
interstes should be limited.  Expecilly if they 
encroach on natural elements (beches and ocean 
landscapes).  Part-Time_Resident

The restaurants that have outside seating. The 
green space in the harbor and by Old Baldy.

The new contractor building - too many 
trucks/cars in a limited space
The new building under construction by  Maritime 
Way/Muscadine - aesthetically ugly. 
The new 3 story building across from the fire 
station - to be determined. Good idea to put 
housing in the top floors.  But hope the exterior 
looks better than most new commercial 
construction They are all too dense. They need landscaping, 

parking, and better aesthetics. Part-Time_Resident

The way the shops are concentrated in 2 
neighborhoods. No need to introduce retail into 
other parts of the island 

Not enough parking up by the ferry. The back side 
of the businesses in the marina are unattractive. 
Would love to find a way to screen those

Keep the business commercial areas concentrated 
in the marina and around the market.  Adding 
more commercial down by the Conservancy/East 
Beach would disrupt the natural aesthetic Part-Time_Resident

The Jail House area with outdoor seating. The 
outdoor spaces at Old Baldy and in the marina 
area.

The recently constructed contractor office building 
and the whole contractor area in the mid-island 
area.  The general lack of properly maintained 
landscaping.   

Each year we hear about the challenges of 
attracting summer staffing and the lack of 
adequate accommodations on the island for 
summer staff. Part-Time_Resident



Incorporate a volunteer 
staffed "welcome 
center" for people 
unfamiliar with the 
island's  various services 
and treasures.  

I include street scape 
here, as "landscaping" 
above could be more 
general in nature. 

I want to advocate for a 
pet-hotel. Visitors who are 
renting in "not-pet-
friendly" homes can still 
bring their dogs to the 
island; be with them and 
return them to their own 
"hotel" afterwards. 

Again, just in case 
"landscaping" is 
meant to be as a 
general element, 
street-scape in 
particular would 
make the 
commercialization of 
this area more 
attractive. 

Because of the high-
valued ecological 
/nature-loving 
environment the island 
is trying to project, I 
see this area as an 
educational "hub".  Not 
just "headquarters for 
the conservancy, but a 
much more interactive 
experience with 
visitors.

The concentration of commercial /tourist oriented 
development in designated areas. There seems to 
be a "front of the house" (shops with pretty well-
maintained facades and landscaping). The "back of 
the house" area where the service oriented 
businesses are located needs work... (see below)

The addition of the jail-house Provisions area is a 
nice addition to the island's restaurant scene.

The "back of the house" area - predominantly 
occupied by service oriented businesses - are a 
mess. Carts are everywhere, and it is taking on the 
looks of an old industrial area. The business 
owners should do better... clean it up, keep the 
stuff contained in your business area, etcetera... 

I would increase the density of clustered 
commercial. As new areas in the mid-island area  
are being developed, connect them. That way, 
people could walk around, sit around and enjoy  a 
Village Square atmosphere. 

I am afraid that the Mixed-Use area with that new 
building that's being erected will be way too 
different than the rest of the commercial area, and 
that it will impede the integration into the older 
developed area. Part-Time_Resident

Preservation of natural environment with required 
Island management/ administration 

Too much construction equipment/vehicles 
present in harbor area visible upon arrival on 
island

Create more/better buffers between commercial 
and residential areas. Part-Time_Resident

Limiting Commercial to a dedicated area Lack of building architecture guidelines.  

Hold the Commercial to same architectural 
standards the homeowners are held to.  I can� t 
even put towel hooks on my house, and yet 
commercial can do whatever they choose. Part-Time_Resident

Parking to coincide with 
current and proposed 
shopping/food venues Restroom facilities

Marina:  LOVE the open space near the creek 
where people can gather, the view is unobstructed 
and the  natural landscaping enhances this area.  
So happy to have the "hotel" and Marsh Harbor 
Inn here; both do not look like hotels; blend in 
with area beautifully.  Restaurants are perfect for 
the area and provide wonderful entertainment 
and food options.
MId-Island: Great shopping venues from the 
Hardware store to Room Service; offers a variety 
of options for food and shopping;  Ample parking 
is available and appropriate landscaping has been 
completed so that the buildings appear nestled 
into the forest.  Midway Coffee and Jailhouse have 
been excellent additions.
East Beach: beauty of dunes, open spaces both 
undeveloped AND planned spaces, houses with 
appropriate landscaping and protective vegetation 
demonstrate the island's 
conservation/preservation efforts

Marina:  ferry area seeing the parking lot of trucks 
as you enter is most unattractive and sends the 
WRONG first impression and message
Mid-Island: parking can be tricky... especially on 
Edward Teach Ext; the Phillips Air Trucks facing 
Muscadine are an eyesore.  I feel exceptionally 
sorry for Public Safety having to navigate this area 
in an emergency; it is a danger to tourists not 
familiar with the area and hinders ability of Public 
Safety to respond quickly. Currently, landscaping is 
non-existent and much of Edward Teach Extension 
looks horribly "junky"; including the variety of 
trucks, carts, equipment parked as you turn into 
the recycling area. 
East Beach: houses are extremely close in those 
newer developments and with very little yard 
space the park should be better maintained and 
used; sidewalks need to be updated and parking 
and restroom facilities are not adequate for the 
residents/ visitors in this area.  

SLOW the island growth rate; this survey and 
asking for input is an excellent first step.  Building 
so much, so quickly results in unintended 
consequences and issues. One example is the 
three story building on Edward Teach EXT..... with 
commercial and residential entities housed here 
this is bound to cause UNBELIEVABLE issues for 
Public Safety.  Before opening that building.... has 
it been determined where people will park so they 
are out of the way of emergency vehicles? Is there 
enough parking for people to live and use 
merchant facilities there?

First on a to-do list would be to add a restroom to 
the East Beach area.  When visitors come for the 
day, they often end up on the eastern portion of 
the island in dire need of facilities.  The 
Conservancy is the only option and is not setup to 
support that traffic AND their visitors.

Marina: Immediately move the trucks in the turn 
as you leave the ferry dock.  Move to the road 
near the barge area; the commercial vehicle 
parking lot etc.  Part-Time_Resident

Not sure Not sure Not sure Part-Time_Resident

fishing :  bait shop, 
tackleshop plaza, shopping landscaping, public art attempt to reduce costs whenever possible Part-Time_Resident

Cleaning up + organizing 
the public works + 
contractor areas

The harbor area and the shops/market area are 
well done but given the population growth of 
residents + visitors, we need an expansion plan.  

The Merchant row and Jailhouse area are also well 
done but the back alleyways and the public 
works/contractor areas need better organization, 
clean-up and appearance improvements

Generating the commercial master plan is the right 
approach!! Glad you have kicked it off and 
appreciate the time + resources applied to it.  Thx 
for the open process.  
A bit more diversity on the committee would have 
been a good thing, however. 

Good luck w/ the effort.  Look fwd to updates Part-Time_Resident

Leave undeveloped lots Natural tree canopies 
Less home sites and 
more trees planted Architectural style

Too many commercial spaces that have stripped 
the trees from the land

Allow more lots as green space that the village 
buys to keep that way so that it doesn� t get 
overbuilt. Also no further commercial building is 
needed. Stop before it gets out of control. Part-Time_Resident

Restaurants at the marina
Shopping at mid-island

Parking at the marina
Ferry pick up and delivery flow

Rework the traffic flow at marina
Add sidewalks/walking/bike paths along the major 
wynds. Part-Time_Resident

Existing market/dorms/commercial Storage building Screened parking Part-Time_Resident

Cape Fear Station is primarily residential.

Golf carts lining the streets of the Marina/historic 
area is very unsightly and inhibits walking in the 
area.
Landscaping is essential to screen commercial 
establishments.
Need to allow more sidewalks and biking lanes.

Please keep the focus on preserving the natural 
beauty of this island.  What is that atrocity in the 
middle of the island across from public safety?  
Why? Part-Time_Resident



Commercial blending in with surroundings. Jules, 
Riverside etc as well as Turtle Central. Market area 
is at least well hidden from the rest of the island 
and is clearly necessary but should remain the 
main shopping district via building out marina or 
East Beach. 

New buildings going up now. Next to Room Service 
that building looks cheap and is too visible from 
Muscadine. Please have them put up soft scape!  
Also new 2-3 stories near public safety looks out of 
place as well but I need to see finished product 
first. See above Part-Time_Resident

Easy to walk. Lounging outdoor space No opinion Part-Time_Resident

 Marina area is good but all around appearance of 
all buildings needs improvement. 

More consideration needs to be incorporated 
concerning appearance and street scape.   Better 
hiding of unattractive areas. No more buildings above two stories. Part-Time_Resident

Would like to see the 
nasty carts that are 
illegally parked over 
night taken care of design / layout of areas in Marina and Mid island 

very limited parking, no consistency in design / 
look of buildings Commercial ARC committee Part-Time_Resident

All 3 commercial areas of the island add value to 
the island experience.

Maritime Way is a dangerous road.  Office space 
would be a welcome addition.

Better separation of cart traffic from "Room 
Service" to Muscadine is needed. The road is very 
narrow where it curves around a tree resulting in 
many near accidents.  Also the one-way section 
needs better identification. Part-Time_Resident

Leave the trees alone Nothing Plant vegetation Park space Pass Pass Pass Part-Time_Resident

Not sure what this means. Not sure what this means. Add more self storage. Part-Time_Resident

None None None None What we have is good for me

We have multiple different restaurants on the 
island but they remained closed this year due to 
lack of employees.  Why look to build more if they 
can� t be staffed?

I don� t come to BHI to shop so I don� t get the need 
to build more stores.  We already have what I 
need - groceries, hardware, restaurants.
I know the island will keep growing but we need to 
assess how we grow.  Do we want to be known for 
shopping on the island or beef up the 
environmental foundation of the island? Part-Time_Resident

Fix transportation 
system, only.  
Repurpose Harbomaster 
building for anything 
additional deemed 
necessary.

Uncontrolled and 
unplanned development 
in the marina makes me 
sad - out of business 
Sandpiper, River Pilot, 
BBQ joint right next to 
new pop-up Willo the 
Wisp - looks like urban 
sprawl.

Only with adequate 
parking, sidewalks and 
design standards - the 
middle of  the island looks 
like a scooby-do ghost 
town

Uniform design 
standards

Conservancy.  Better 
beach amenities - 
parking, bathrooms, 
and trash. Better beach accesses

Residential design guidelines (when they're 
enforced), Natural preservation (when 
implemented)....

Commercial development on BHI in recent years - 
public safety, contractor yard, beetlejuice building, 
makeshift ICE parking lots - have completed 
destroyed value property values and negatively 
impacted the BHI experience.  The once beautiful 
parks and public spaces are littered and ignored....I 
think you need to re-focus on utilizing the assets 
that are already there and have been left to rot 
before you start making more grand plans to build 
more stuff that will destroy value.   

Reduce, Re-use, Recycle....Bald Head used to be 
about natural beauty.  People don't come here to 
dine and shop - that's what Myrtle Beach is for. Part-Time_Resident

Basic uniformity in style-although that is changing. 
Lots of established trees and undisturbed 
undergrowth.  

There has been unnecessary removal of natural 
landscape and that needs to be restored and 
screening of the commercial buildings re-
established.

I think the idea of a master plan is a good idea and 
regulations adhered to by commercial and 
residential builders. Part-Time_Resident

Low density, limited environmental impact.

Some roadways around marina already are too 
narrow for cart traffic during summer months.  
Some facilities (Shoals Club, for example) are likely 
at serious erosion threat.

At full build out, it's not clear to me how the island 
side ferry terminal will handle the 
passenger/luggage volumes.

I think you are on the right course with planning 
for future.  Once ferry ownership is resolved, I 
think longterm ferry planning that includes the 
Village and BHI Association should be undertaken 
in collaboration with the owners. Part-Time_Resident

BHI began with a lucid/coherent architectural 
vernacular and sense of place, some of which is 
still visible; our trees and natural areas are our 
greatest asset 

Maintenance/upkeep of commercial areas has 
been declining over the past years; island-wide 
signage is missing/broken/unclear which leads to a 
loss of the sense of place; new commercial 
projects have allowed clear-cutting of lots and 
replanting/mitigation has not occurred; new 
commercial buildings look basic/temporary and do 
not adhere to island standards (contractor 
building/Tiffany's); in general, landscaping on 
perimeters of commercial sites looks overgrown 
and unkempt rather than natural or native

Develop island-wide design, architectural and 
conservation guidelines that all future 
development must abide by Part-Time_Resident

Minimizing commercial development in areas 
other than Mid Island and Marina districts.  Too much and rapid recent home construction.  Enhance contractor lot(s) Part-Time_Resident



Transportation in 
harbor, Historical and 
natural preservation in 
HISTORIC area Public facilities

there should be no hotels 
on bhi other than small 6 
units or less inns Public Facilities

Conservancy - turtle 
protection, immersive 
natural areas, beach 
access Public Facilities Residential areas incorporated into nature

Every. Single. Thing. Commercial.

We sold our home on BHI and relocated to Kiawah 
in large part because we felt the island has lost it's 
connection to the natural environment and we 
could see BHI looking very similar to "any other" 
beach town in short order.

Limit commercial development - it is harming the 
BHI experience.
Require commercial enterprises to exist in 
harmony with nature and community.
Stop clear cutting...
Maintain the current buildings better with 
landscaping, public access/facilities.
Pick up the trash, pallettes, tires, batteries and 
broken-down carts from the medians, yards and 
driveways of commercial businesses  Part-Time_Resident

nothing

Preserve the island environment and historical 
areas, provide more food and beverage options 
across the island.

Take away from nature, overcrowd certain areas 
and creating heavy traffic patterns, large 
businesses, too many commercial buildings. over 
landscape

We love the island as it is so keeping the integrity 
is important. I would not change much. Part-Time_Resident

Dedication to consistent design standards that 
reflect the BHI environment.

Thoughtful use of landscaping / screening (some 
of that is to come we are told)

Too much commercial space and development for 
an island whose ethos is supposed to be living in 
harmony with our environment. Not living in 
harmony with retail shopping. There is enough off 
that available off-island. More protection of our Live Oaks. Part-Time_Resident

Minimized intrusion into natural areas whenever 
possible.  Use of natural building materials.  
Minimal development, in general.  Please continue 
to err on the side of over communicating with 
residents.

In some areas (e.g. loop beside Delfina), 
insufficient parking.  The area along Federal Road, 
mid-island, has been overly developed.  The tree 
clearance in that area, where buildings are visible 
on Federal Road, is excessive.  

Stop building retail space unless you are confident 
we have enough retailers committed to renting 
space.  The storefronts built near the Jailhouse did 
not seem needed.  Keep the East Beach area and 
all beach-adjacent areas as natural as possible. Part-Time_Resident

The least amount of commercial development as 
possible. No more shopping. 

Hotels of any kind , any structure over 2 stories, 
any structure not in keeping with the style and 
color pallet of the island, any mixed use, any more 
shopping

Curtail commercial development until 
infrastructure catches up Part-Time_Resident

Most blend with the environment.  
In some case, too much land was clear cut making 
the buildings too visible. 

Add more fencing and landscape to the contractor 
lot and area around old EMS facility.  Part-Time_Resident

Not sure Not sure Not sure Part-Time_Resident

None Too much commercial development 
Ensure the island ilia kept as an environmental 
sanctuary. Part-Time_Resident

Needs public rest 
rooms

Needs public rest 
rooms

Small establishments in tune with the island. 
Keeping natural landscaping. 

Clear cutting & multi stores structure. Not keeping 
the material fauna. New buildings around the 
market and opposite public safety. Jailhouse is a 
great example. 

Keep as much natural barriers as possible, heigh 
limits and size limits on buildings. Part-Time_Resident

buildings that blend into the style of other 
(residential) style on the island, large grassy areas 
at the marina

parking for commercial vehicles (especially those 
with company names and pictures or designs) that 
is visible outside commercial areas; any building 
exceeding 2 stories (possible exception - public 
safety)

Absolutely NO hotels; limit all commercial building 
to 2 stories and require all building styles to blend 
in with residential designs. Maintain as much of 
the natural area as possible and avoid landscaping 
that does not blend into the island environment. 
Please keep in mind the idea behind BHI that 
encouraged the early residents to come here and 
don't develop commercial areas solely to attract 
more people. Part-Time_Resident

Keeping the main shopping at the middle island 
area.  

Architecture at the marina/historic should stay the 
same and limit building.  

Wildlife overlook is great.  

Just one option for food and beverage at the 
conservancy - Mike's Bites - not sufficient for the 
summer crowds.  Could also use rest rooms.  

We never use the dog park

No need for artwork when we have the natural 
beauty. 

New shops on Maritime Way not in keeping with 
the island architecture.

Old lighthouse foundation at conservancy not well 
utilized - cleanup & seating needed. Part-Time_Resident

Calm and peaceful surroundings that enable some 
modest retail and food / beverage options 

More public art would be lovely.  I definitely would 
not want a larger commercial footprint on the 
island.  We should design more utility based on 
the footprint that exists. Design for year-round use. Part-Time_Resident

Mid Island has a good mix now of businesses

Mid Island looks a mess.  From the new contractor 
building, the mini storage with the horrible mural, 
the heavy equipment everywhere� �

It seems that a few people own everything so I 
would make sure ownership is more diversified.  Part-Time_Resident

None None  Incorporating new construction into nature Clear cutting, removal of forest, high density Concentrate development around existing areas Part-Time_Resident



The island has done a fantastic job protecting the 
natural environment,  The retail near the grocery 
store is improving, and the Jailhouse is a welcome 
addition to the island.

There are times when we have guests come to the 
island for 2-3 days and there is not enough "hotel 
space".  an additional option would be nice.

While The Jailhouse was a nice and welcome 
addition to the island, additional restaurants 
would be nice.  The club is great, but additional 
options for seated restaurant eating would be an 
improvement.

The shopping on the island has improved, and it 
would be nice to dedicate some space to 
increasing the island's retail footprint so that 
visitors, guests, and residents would have another 
reason to enjoy the island.

I would improve the landscaping in the 
market/retail shopping area.  I would add another 
option for short term stays (like another Inn), and 
increase the number sit down restaurant options 
on the island. Part-Time_Resident

Keep natural 
The focus on preserving the islands natural beauty 
& building that complements. 

Love the island. As it gets busier sidewalks may be 
nice for dog walkers 

Not
Much! Part-Time_Resident

Sports Area - Basketball 
Court, Open Grass Area - 
Soccer Goal? Tennis Court?

Sports Area - 
Basketball Court, 
Open Grass Area - 
Soccer Goal? Tennis 
Court?

Area around the market is the best commercial 
part of the island.

here needs to be more at the marina in the way of 
food.

There should be a sports park of some sort.  The 
beach is not suitable for certain sports and every 
beach town has a sports park area with maybe a 
basketball court/tennis court/soccer goal one 
some open grass area.

Something also needs to be done regarding the 
tram service.  It has been very unreliable and often 
late for our guests. Part-Time_Resident

The commercial center in the mid-island area is 
great and is plenty of commercial space for our 
island.  The marina and the conservancy/east 
beach area should remain prisitine nature areas.  
What is special about BHI is it's unique character 
as a martime forest, unspoiled by over-
commercialization.  

There should be more controls over the 
appearance and operation of the businesses in the 
marina.  Specifically, the purple lights and signage 
on the Jules restaurant is in poor taste and gives a 
negative first impression of our beautiful, elegant 
island.  That property is the biggest commercial 
feature of the marina and should be an elegant 
focal point as residents and guests arrive to the 
island.   

The Commons has been terribly neglected and is 
now an eyesore.  10 years ago, it was a lush, well-
manicured beautiful open space where island 
events were often held (Oyster Roast, Halloween 
dog costume contests) and people could use it for 
personal recreation (frisbee, touch football, walks) 
all the time.  Now, it is overgrown with weeds and 
mosquitos and is basically useless.  That area is a 
huge feature of Cape Fear Station and needs to be 
maintained as such.  Part-Time_Resident

Areas where the natural beauty of the island are 
the focus, and where any commercial structure 
blends easily with the environment and existing 
relaxed style  of island living

Large structures that are out of step with our 
natural environment. Specifically  the steel 3 story 
monster being built on Edward Teach extension.  
This structure harbors the risk of threatening the 
entire look and feel of our island.   In addition, any 
structure which requires wholesale clear-cutting of 
entire lots (whether residential or commercial) 
should be prohibited. 

Limit any commercial development in any part of 
the island to many of the restrictions that apply to 
residential construction applied by ARC Part-Time_Resident

Conservancy and Shoals Club

Conservancy needs access to the driveway going to 
the beach for turtle related activities.
Shoals Club was built too close to the ocean.  The 
whole club is subject to storm damage especially 
with global warming
Maintenance of beaches including renourishment 

Build the Shoal's club further back from the ocean 
and save land that is also subject to storm damage 
Keep property on either side of Shoals Watch 
natural.  Keep Mitchel land 1,3,4 natural. 
Have rest rooms for people using East Beach.
Residential homes are too close to the Shoals club.   
More land should have been left natural.

Part-Time_Resident

Harbor area.  

Edward Teach Wynd, especially the Phillips Aire 
location and the self-storage area.   These 
buildings and parking do not blend in to the 
landscaping.  I fear the same with the new shops 
being built in the corner of Muscadine and the 
market entrance.  

Put commercial developments along secondary 
roads with setbacks that require landscaping to 
shield the buildings from view.  Part-Time_Resident

Integrated design for homes and elements of the 
harbor area.

Commercial development seems to have no 
significant restrictions as to landscape, design, and 
appropriateness for the island. This is very 
different from the restrictions on homeowners. 
Many recent commercial sites are 1) too large for 
their site, 2) unattractive,  and 3) poorly 
landscaped.  BHI is not Oak Island or Myrtle Beach.

I would find a way to encourage development that 
is appropriately sized and designed to be in 
harmony with the rest of BHI architecture. If 
developers couldn't meet these criteria, I would 
make it difficult for recalcitrant individuals to 
join/prosper by our community. Part-Time_Resident



Please note that "parks, plazas, and open space" 
should not involve clear cutting or tree removal. 
The dog park should be totally renovated. 
Jailhouse was a good addition because it utilized 
an existing structure. The sitting area outside the 
market with fire pits is another nice addition. The 
Luna Bar was great--too bad it is now defunct; it 
should be renovated. The extended seating on the 
deck next to Willow the Wisp, overlooking the 
harbor, is nice. 

Recently there have been commercial activities 
that are destroying the esthetic value of the 
island. Phillips HVAC should NEVER have been 
allowed to cut an entrance to the dirt parking 
adjacent to the old fire station, which now reveals 
their vans (with billboard-like names on their 
sides) along Muscadine Wynd. There is no reason 
they could not have accessed the lot through the 
fire station entrance and they should be forced to 
landscape. This is EXACTLY the kind of restriction 
that BHI should enforce, similar to homeowners' 
restrictions. In addition, there is a long gaping hole 
along Federal that reveals the unsightly new 
commercial facilities, garbage trucks and 
dumpsters. A higher berm and heavy plantings are 
needed to shield it. There are other areas where 
commercial buildings need to be shielded from 
view, and the dirt parking lot near the harbor (first 
impression) is another eyesore. Please ensure that 
appropriate restrictions are drafted and enforced 
for commercial entities.

Landscape, landscape, landscape to hide all 
commercial facilities except what's unavoidable in 
the recycling/fire station area. Draft and enforce 
serious restrictions on commercial properties in 
terms of their appearance and landscaping. Do not 
allow clear cutting. The last thing BHI needs is a 
hotel--please don't go there. Please limit the 
number of commercial buildings and preserve as 
much flora and fauna as possible. BHI is not Myrtle 
Beach--we don't want or need more restaurants, 
etc.--which will have difficulty surviving because of 
increased competition. Part-Time_Resident

Entertainment space

Educational space, 
preserved natural 
areas. Further 
commercial activities 
runs counter to the 
idea of conservation. 

Having shops and restaurants clustered in just two 
areas minimizes traffic, trash and noise pollution in 
residential neighborhoods. 

Insufficient parking near the ferries. Too many ICE 
vehicles needing to drive all over the island 
instead of limited to 2 commercial areas

Limit foci of commercial activity so that customers 
can drive to one location and walk among shops or 
restaurants. Part-Time_Resident

No change No change No change No change No change No change 

There has been too much commercial and 
residential development in recent years. We 
purchased a home on the island as we loved the 
island.  If we wanted chain stores and hotels, we 
would have purchased elsewhere. Commercial activity. BHI had everything it needed. 

Limit residential building and restrict commercial 
development. Part-Time_Resident

None None None None None
None in a nature area. Harbor already at capacity. 
Staff what is there.

Empty restaurants; commercial
Vehicles; too many peole Conserve Part-Time_Resident

Grocery store and surrounding shops and 
businesses Maintenance shops Limit outdoor storage Part-Time_Resident

A little bit of everything everywhere Some retail and restaurant gaps
Tapas and wine bar
Flowers and plants Part-Time_Resident

Very happy with the island. I love that the vast 
majority of the shopping and conveniences blend 
into the scenery and island vibe (e.g., low slung 
roof lines, bungalow feel). With one notable 
exception below. 

I was very disappointed to see the large 
commercial building going up across from public 
safety. It is huge, using up almost all the available 
land. And it looks completely out of proportion to 
the rest of the area.  

I am also not pleased with additional watering 
holes being established. This is unconfirmed, but 
do we need a wine shop and a microbrewery? I 
feel like summer time brings enough challenges 
without turning our lovely island escape into a 
jersey shore. Part-Time_Resident

The market and it's entities

the storage building is an eye sore.  The finished 
product looks like very little thought was put into 
it's existence.

Island side ferry terminal - congestion caused by 
lack of efficiently desisgned space.

reorg the marina, redesign storage facility, better 
designed office space Part-Time_Resident

Bath house/ public rest 
rooms Nature overlook: safe and discreet

Open space at marina area. Site next to where old 
ice cream shop was located

Public space for concerts, outdoor plays/ musicals. 
Fund raisers. Part-Time_Resident

The marina is the closest to being successful but 
needs improved walkability and an outdoor park 
space with seating. 

The lack of pedestrian facilities makes walking on 
the island hazardous and unpleasant.

We need a multi- modal transportation plan that 
creates safe areas to walk and bike on the major 
roads. We need small parks with comfortable 
seating areas at the marina and conservancy. The 
park at Cape Fear Station would be used more if it 
had more shade, comfortable seating and picnic 
tables. Spaces are needed that are comfortable for 
people to relax, read a book, eat lunch, etc. Part-Time_Resident

The park at Kinnakeet could be really nice but has 
not been kept up and maintained. Not kept and maintained Maintenance and landscaping Part-Time_Resident

Quaintness of the island   more sidewalks or wider roads;  
Pretty happy with it the way it is but I� ll throw in 
more parking at east beach Part-Time_Resident

this area is residential .... 
not sure any of the choices 
apply

not sure MI needs 
any of these

Maritime market area works well with good 
parking.

Garbage area / contractor area ... needs out of 
sight parking and a general clean up.   

Hold businesses to the same standards you hold 
homeowners! Require them to submit attractive 
plans with environmentally sound landscaping.  Part-Time_Resident

Nothing Nothing else
Please don� t add 
anything Nothing Nothing Cute stores, but we don� t need anymore! Not enough parking for summer crowds

Not sure what I would do. I would not build any 
more commercial property on the island. We have 
enough. We don� t want to turn this place into 
Myrtle Beach. People come here to escape crowds 
and retail ideas. Part-Time_Resident



Natural space left 
undeveloped

Many of the commercial buildings are understated 
and blend with the environment. I think even the 
new parking garages in the contractor parking will 
blend in once the foliage grows back. 

The ironwork for the new condos across the street 
from public safety is an eyesore on such a small 
island. I am shocked that the design was allowed 
to proceed. The building is a monstrosity on a 
small island and looks completely out of place. I do 
not know what the final look will be, but based on 
the metal structure, it will have the same charm as 
a high rise in Myrtle Beach. I cant cut a small 
branch on my property without jumping through 
hoops, yet a contractor was able to get that 
approved? Who decided on this?

Not allow contractors free reign when building 
new structures. Part-Time_Resident

No additional uses No additional uses 
We have essential & additional services on island. 
No additional elements are needed. Not enough bike parking 

Reopen additional food options at the harbor (like 
Sandpiper & Delphinas) - no additional 
construction or businesses. Part-Time_Resident

No hotel.  If there are to 
be public restrooms, one 
here.  

Green space.  Less 
commercialization.  No 
shopping for items, 
leave that centered near 
market.

No hotel.  If any mixed use, 
it should be here. Nowhere 
else on island. Maintain 
the natural charm of BHI.  
Do not kill the 
attractiveness of BHI by 
developing it to look like 
other places.  

No hotel.  Maintain 
the trees. Maintain 
the unique walkways 
with overhanging 
trees.

Beach access for all 
levels of physical 
development. No 
hotel.

Maintenance of 
greenspace

Keeping � shopping�  to the market area only.
Claude� s development of the platform beside 
market.

BHI used to have dark skies at night.  Commercial 
building codes need to support the Dark Skies 
Initiative.
Development should be nestled in the trees, not 
forefront.  
Development should not outstrip parking, but 
parking should not be increased, so development 
size should be limited by current parking ratios.
Assumptions that new developers will adhere to 
past unwritten guidelines about the wishes of the 
original island developers. We need to codify 
things both to keep creep from happening & to 
educate new developers.  What they don� t know, 
they cannot match or meet.
Loss of the island green/event space at marina.
Delay after delay that caused ferry sale to non-
governmental body.

Use the number of passengers that can be handled 
well as the basis for any type of allowed increase 
in development. No development increases or 
code changes that yield higher density should be 
allowed until calculations are run that use the 
passenger number as a basis are complete and 
successful.
Control the lighting at new developments in a way 
that is unobtrusive.
Support the now-current developments before 
allowing any new ones. Part-Time_Resident

housing for on island 
workers

Shopping area at maritime
Jailhouse Yacht club building is beautiful but underused

incorporate more for food and beverage, loved 
Luna forest when it was open Part-Time_Resident

Shops, hardware store and grocery store work well 
in terms of parking and how these sites fit with the 
environment.

Area where local businesses are located. (Realtors, 
Always Ready Golf, etc.)Getting in and out is 
difficult. There are too many vehicles in a small 
space. 

Perhaps some of the businesses could be moved 
to another location to free up space. Part-Time_Resident

. lack of commercial control . Part-Time_Resident

None

Stop building any commercial facilities on the 
island. One of the beautiful things about BHI is 
that we don� t have the tacky retail and restaurants 
that other beaches have. Leave that for the 
touristy beaches and leave BHI alone!!!!

While we are at it, let� s put a cap on any building 
on the island!! Part-Time_Resident

Enhance what is there. 
Do not build any new 
structures. 

Preserve the forest and do 
not clear cut any more area

Please do not turn 
our island into a 
resort island like 
Myrtle Beach. Please 
protect its unique 
quality and all the 
wild, natural beauty 

No more commercial 
development. 

The original buildings were built with protecting 
the forest. They built around the Live Oaks etc 
without massive damage. They built only 
necessities and protected the shoreline and forest

The current commercial building seems to be a 
free for all. I worry the the � second home 
community�  feel will be lost unless we slow things 
down a little. 

Thank you for reigning in the commercial 
development. Thank you for taking the island and 
the home owners into consideration. What makes 
BHI special is its quiet, natural beauty. I would 
keep those unique qualities on the top of the 
priority list Part-Time_Resident

Smallish venues that blend into the landscape, are 
confined to only 3 areas of the island, and serve 
the needs of the islanders.  For example, the 
market, the hardware store, the spa, and just a 
few eating venues.  My opinion is that we don't 
need any more commercial places other than 
reopening Sandpiper and Delphina's.   I really liked 
the re-using of already existing spaces like the old 
police station and fire bay.

I also thought that the Village acquiring Marina 
park was a great idea and it seems to be used 
quite frequently.

I am not happy with either the new structure next 
to Room Service or the giant structure being built 
across from Public Safety.  Neither seem to blend 
in with the natural island look and adding more 
places to stay and more shops doesn't add 
anything for me to the island that I have known 
and loved for years.   What my family has always 
loved about the island is there is very little to do 
other than enjoy the natural beauty and the 
quaintness of the few businesses that do exist.  
Granted I am only here 50-60% of the time rather 
than full time.  Perhaps if I were here all the time I 
would want more options but I'm not sure new 
commercial areas are for residents as much as 
visitors.

The village owned Common Park seems to be 
under utilized even though it is a beautiful area.  I 
rented it for a party a few years ago and it was a 
perfect venue other than having no bathrooms.  
Perhaps if there were public restrooms (ADA 
approved of course) more folks would go there to 
enjoy a family picnic or just walk around it and 
enjoy the natural beauty.  Another small eating 
place where one could pick up light fare and drinks 
would be good as well since there is currently only 
Mike's Bites anywhere close. Part-Time_Resident

I appreciate the balance of restaurant and 
shopping opportunities. 

I believe the contractor/trash & recycling areas 
need to be re-examined. There seems to be an 
over abundance of all sorts of vehicles - trucks, 
golf carts, etc., parked all over. Could this area be 
improved in some way? 
I� d also like to see the addition of a 
playground/park area. Given the BHI Club area, 
not everyone belongs to the club. 

I� d definitely re-organize the parking of vehicles 
near the contractor/trash area. The whole space 
just appears to be a hodgepodge of vehicles. 
I� d also build a park area with playground 
equipment. Part-Time_Resident



The lack of development The haphazard development Tryo coordinate anything Part-Time_Resident

Only improvements to 
existing structures. New 
development should be 
limited and heavily 
restricted. 

No new developments. 
Only improvements to 
existing structures. Nothing. 

Only improvements to 
existing structures. 
New development 
should be heavily 
restricted. Existing elements serve the island well. 

There has been too much commercial and 
residential activity on the island over the past few 
years. Restrict new construction. Part-Time_Resident

Love the small touches like the community 
learning library, historical markers, trails

Continuity and flow. 
Many of the shops and restaurants are not 
available. Now that the island has so many more 
year round visitors it� s a shame Delphinas lies 
empty� only half of Jules is ever really used. The 
walkability has no flow. 

More usable shared spaces. 
Maybe a dog park in the harbor� a place many 
would meet up to visit and get to know each 
other. Better playground spaces. 
The island leans too heavily on the clubs as the 
center of entertainment.
It� d be nicer to have more accessible 
entertainment options especially for the 20 
somethings. Boat rentals etc.  

Part-Time_Resident
Housing Too much retail shopping Control commercial building Part-Time_Resident

BHI Welcome Center

Maintaining large amounts of open areas

Maintaining historical structures

Most commercial areas have been maintained in 
"good" or better condition and are functional for 
the island providing critical infrastructure that 
supports a growing island population (even if only 
a part-time population).

Mixed architectural standards that appear 
uncoorindated and distract from the natural 
beauty of BHI

Limited parking with unclear parking boundaries 
(e.g. no curbs or "guides" to where parking ends 
and natural areas begin).

Landscapes said to be in a "natural state" but with 
varied, unkept areas that do not support a vibrant 
landscape (for example, large dead trees 
crushing/deforming young trees, poison 
ivy/Virginia creeper choking live oaks, etc.). Fine in 
the maritime forest, but the landscape in 
developed areas could be fostered better.

Bring some uniformity to newly developed 
commercial places with themes in each area (e.g. 
harbor would be different from mid-island which 
would be different from the conservatory area).  
Let each area express a personality.

Provide "open" commercial areas that are 
controlled by the Village and rotate 
vendors/services through these locations over 
time as "incubators" for new businesses and varied 
services. The existing services/owners, for which 
we are grateful, also hold significant control over 
what can be offered on the island. This creates risk 
of controlling/limiting future commercial growth. 
We need to support existing services (a critical 
foundation) while creating space and commercial 
opportunities for emerging services and island 
resources. Part-Time_Resident

Conversion of already existing structures, ie. 
Jailhouse Provisions to new venues with tasteful 
landscaping.
Outdoor seating in the marina area that utilizes 
deck spaces between businesses and the docks, ie. 
Will O' the Wisp and the Sailshop.
Jules using a second story to add on seating.

Marina - the horrible large parking lot that is not 
landscaped. The Contractor dirt lot filled with 
panel vans in plain sight.
Midway - the pointless cut through on Muscadine 
for Phillips business. There was access already and 
the cut through highlights their billboard style 
panel vans (my heart goes out to the home owners 
who face this monstrosity).
The inadequate landscaping along Federal where 
the new Contractor building was installed - total 
eyesore on a road that should be beautifully 
maintained if BHI wants to be a resort island. A 
berm and solid fencing should have been installed 
with landscaping fronting the road.
The storage facility on Edward Teach extension. 
The mural was a nice "idea" , but it is jarringly out 
of keeping with the rest of BHI.

Require all contractors to adhere to the same rules 
home owners have to follow for building and 
landscaping . No cutting of anything without 
approval, no Billboard style trucks anywhere on 
the island, and no excuses about how businesses 
should be allowed to operate differently.
Never allow a hotel to be built on the island. Keep 
Muscadine as the boundary for commercial 
enterprise in the midway area and do not develop 
the Muscadine lots between Federal  and Edward 
Teach as anything other than homes (no multi-
family condos or mixed use condos). Part-Time_Resident

Stop building Too much green space going away Not build anymore retail Part-Time_Resident

Parking and sidewalks are provided and a mix of 
open park-like space are incorporated near by

They are fine the way they are but I would not like 
to see any more shopping added

Adding too many shops to the island - I think the 
amount of shops is just right and we do not need 
more Part-Time_Resident

Leave it alone. It� s a 
historical site. 

Please do not overbuild. What makes BHI special is 
the quaintness of it ! Too much commercialism. Stop expanding. Part-Time_Resident

Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing No more building Too much development 

Stop all construction.
Let the businesses already here thrive.
No need for anything else. Part-Time_Resident

Supporting local businesses, Maintenance and 
respect for landscape and natural views None None Part-Time_Resident

Only use existing 
buildings for more food 
and beverage options. 
No new buildings. No new buildings No new buildings No new buildings No new buildings

No new buildings. Please use existing buildings for 
new restaurants or shopping Need more parking at Jailhouse Only use existing builders for new things on island Part-Time_Resident

Natural maritime forest kept intact, outdoor 
seating, decking rather than patio, no more than 2 
stories high. 3 stories, removal of trees

limit the height of the buildings to only 2 stories, 
give the face of the building more of a cottage, 
Nantucket feel rather than a square with an 
awning. Part-Time_Resident

Historic structures, nature museum, food and 
beverage, I think it is fine the way it is. Keep it natural! Part-Time_Resident



those that broaden the natural appeal of the 
island (walking trails, docks, parks)

any project that clears away the green space, tree 
canopy, additional redundant commercial use 
(another coffee shop for example, more clothing 
stores).

not allow building of homes without some 
restrictions on size/capacity. the new homes seem 
to get bigger all the time. i know it� s not possible 
to turn back time on progress/development, but 
the pace of growth brought on by covid these past 
2 years has put serious stress on infrastructure. it� s 
no longer gradual growth, and i doubt build-out 
was meant to be reached at break-neck speed. the 
island has to be able to handle the strain of such 
population and building increase in so short a 
time. obviously a big concern. Part-Time_Resident

Public dock. Public 
restrooms near ferry. 
contractor parking 
needs aesthetic 
landscape

public dock for taxi's etc 
handicap access's.  
restroom with easy 
access

aesthetically 
landscape the ugly 
new contractor area 
on federal rd

stop deforesting 
wooded areas in favor 
of buildings jammed 
together w/out trees

maintain park at 
Ocracoke and Currituck. 
Add handicap access& 
public restrooms for 
beach & 

The building codes have created architecture that 
is generally beautiful throughout the island. 
Where accompanied with thoughtful consideration 
to landscape and conservation it acts to lift the 
ambiance of the entire island. This same attention 
needs to applied to commercial areas.

*No handicap accessibility to beaches. *No public 
restrooms. *The marina needs cold storage 
receiving area for food. Food is often brought to 
the island in unsafe conditions and not maintained 
to FDA standard upon arrival or delivery. * No 
public dock for taxi or other independent delivery 
and access is wrong on many levels. ** Contractor 
parking and storage needs more aesthetically 
pleasing landscaping- it is trashy throughout the 
island. *There are empty restaurants in the marina 
area. use it or sell it. My suggestions are posted in the other areas. Part-Time_Resident

No development Natural areas as is No development Beautiful the way it is! 
An environment that respects and blends into the 
natural area that hosts it. Those that increase vehicular traffic. 

Leave as much natural area as possible. 
Everywhere on BHI. We can go to the mall in 
Wilmington! Part-Time_Resident

Home privacy, preservation areas along Federal 
Road, beach preservation

Limited cart parking, limited commercial rental 
space, limited storage areas for businesses

Better defined and controlled commercial areas 
that include parking and offices for businesses on 
the island. Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

Some of the older smaller buildings have the island 
character Lack of parking in a few areas

Not try and control the uses, but provide 
guidelines around parking, landscaping and 
keeping the design elements of the island within 
reason. Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

N/A Not enough parking.
More parking. More open space. More parks and 
landscaping. Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

The Mitchell's have done an outstanding job.  VBHI 
should stay with their vision and plan.

VBHI, not the Mitchells-Limited created the issues 
with landscaping and scale in the development of 
the Public Safety Building and the expansion of 
Contractor Services.

Stay committed to Mitchell-Limited legacy ARB 
and vision...the VBHI is NOT a development 
professional organization.

Part-
Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner,othe
r

Market area

The new area built for the contractor near the fire 
department..was not thought well eye sore needs 
fence with slates to hide all that is in the 
compound,,the area next to the road needs to be 
landscaped

area near Marina for parking for the trucks that 
stAy on the island  needs to be moved to a 
different Area or put up fenceTo hide them.. I just 
think it� s Sad that as a home owner we are held up 
to such High standards on our property and the 
people that work here are not
It� s Almost like the village just turns A blind eye to 
it.  The area near the market for the contractors 
needs to be hidden it� s eye pollution.it saddens 
me we have such a beautiful
Place to live and see what the contractors are 
doing to it ..if we don� t do anything about now it� s 
going to spin out of control and be too far gone

M
Part-Time_Resident,other

Limited to conservancy 
related structures and 
parking Consolidation to prevent sprawl

No development or architectural standards
Huge building across from Public Safety is and will 
be an eyesore. A building of that magnitude 
should not be permitted. 

Stricter review standards and guidelines for 
commercial development. Close examination of 
what types of development are appropriate to the 
island. Less tree clearing. Clear cutting should not 
be allowed. 

Part-Time_Resident,other



Minimal impact on the natural environment of the 
island, minus the area being developed near the 
market. Building monstrosities in the name of progress.

How about we stop catering to what others want 
Bald Head to be and focus on what the island was 
originally envisioned as? We don't need public art, 
giant parks, and we certainly don't need more 
commercialism. Stop tearing out forest in the 
name of progress.  Development is ruining this 
island. Striped metal buildings, not in harmony 
with nature. Giant mixed use buildings that look 
like a hotel that offers monthlong rentals? Not in 
harmony with nature. Clear-cutting forest that's 
been there for centuries for a contractor parking 
lot and storage sheds? Not in harmony with 
nature. We don't need a brewery. We don't need 
an ABC store. You are taking what makes the 
island special and allowing it to turn into an 
upscale Myrtle Beach. You don't even offer a 
"none of the above" in the survey options. Part-Time_Resident,other

Keeping the natural environment inmind and 
intact. Walkways off the road.

Lack of public restrooms!!! These are very much 
needed all over the island!!!

Spend a lot more money on public safety and stop 
wasting it on things that should not be a focus of 
the island! Get public safety the equipment they 
need now! Part-Time_Resident,other

Conservancy
Marina

Contractor lot & new storage buildings there
Buildings by Jailhouse/clinic 

No cheap tin warehouses without any visual 
appeal Part-Time_Resident,other



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Commercial_Property_Owner
Veterinary and animal 
related services 

Full-Time_Resident
Historic/Natural 
Conservation

Historical and Natural 
Conservation

Conservation - it� s a  
CONSERVANCY

Bathrooms for beach 
visitors

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident Bathrooms Bathrooms Bathrooms 

Full-Time_Resident
The rental cart & bicycle 
business

Not sure what you 
mean about public 
art.

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

The best use of the BHI 
Ltd property is 
challenging, but first 
priority has to be given 
to improving the ferry 
baggage/tram/day 
parking situation and 
determining the space 
devoted to overnight/LT 
cart parking and utility 
truck parking.

1) Desperate need for 
active architectural 
design review with 
teeth.  Ltd needs to 
delegate this relatively 
unused authority to 
either the BHA or a new 
body other than the 
Village. 2) Public toilets 
in Intracoastal or 
chandler bldg..

Employee housing (limited 
case of Res/com)

Desperate need for 
active architectural 
design review of 
comml AND VILLAGE 
lots with teeth.  Ltd 
needs to delegate this 
relatively unused 
authority to either 
the BHA or a new 
body other than the 
Village.

Public restroom here or 
at beach access 42.

1. Desperate need for 
active architectural 
design review with 
teeth.  Ltd needs to 
delegate this relatively 
unused authority to 
either the BHA or a new 
body other than the 
Village. 2) Public toilets 
here or East Beach 
access.



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
School build in approx 5-
7 yrs time.

School admin bldg; temp 
school housing. Affordable 
housing/rentals for 
workers.

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident Walking trails
Conservation of natural 
environment Bathrooms

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Full-Time_Resident

Historic Preservation, 
Natural Conservancy, 
Public Transportation, 
Parking and Public 
Services (Bathrooms, 
Water Fountain, Dog, 
Signage) Signage

Parking, Pedestrian Access 
Improvements, Screening, 
Uniform Design Standards

Conservancy, Natural 
Preservation, Parking 
Public Services 
(Bathrooms, Trash 
Collection, Water 
Fountains)

Full-Time_Resident
Gateway markers / 
wayfinding

Gateway markers / 
wayfinding

Gateway markers / 
wayfinding

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
A Welcome Center and 
media hub Bathrooms

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident Keep it natural Keep it natural
Stop the commercial we 
have enough Keep it natural

No hotel, no more 
shopping, reasonably 
priced food, better 
grocery options Natural please

Full-Time_Resident

Low profile buildings no 
higher than existing 
residential restrictions.

Height restrictions for 
new development no 
higher than any 
existing buildings.

Height restrictions for 
new development no 
higher than any existing 
buildings.

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Additional public 
restrooms; Outdoor 
"rinse off" showers and 
foot washers

Additional public 
restrooms; Outdoor 
"rinse off" showers and 
foot washers Additional public restrooms

Additional public 
restrooms

Public restrooms and 
outdoor "rinse off" 
showers and foot 
washers

Public restrooms and 
outdoor "rinse off" 
showers and foot 
washers

Full-Time_Resident
Careful,  thoughtful, low-
impact implementation

No  idea   what  is meant by  
Mid-Island Area

How would  I  know? I 
have no idea where 
this  is. See  first answer

Full-Time_Resident

The island will need 
additional space for boat 
storage. Residential only.



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Public bathrooms should 
be more accessible. 
Those located in the 
dock master building are 
hidden to the general 
public. Former Sandpiper 
and Delphina's are 
excellent food and 
beverage locations for 
day tripers, pre and post 
ferry traffic. No to Hotel. 

I would like to see as 
little "Development" as 
possible. I would like to 
see better use of the 
spaces that are currently 
empty. Sandpiper, 
Delphna, BBQ shack. This 
would support the 
community and tourist. 

The main complaint I here 
is a need for more food and 
beverage serving those 
without club memberships. 
I think we should support 
local small business and 
not chain restaurants. 
Uniqueness is one of the 
hallmarks of our island.

Additional public 
restrooms are needed. 
This area is a food 
desert with exception 
of Mike's Bites. The 
former lighthouse 
foundation is begging 
to be converted to 
plaza style seating with 
a historical flair. Tables 
and umbrellas would 
be lovely. 

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Full-Time_Resident
More authentically 
pleasing commercial space.

Full-Time_Resident
Welcome center and 
public bathrooms

Welcome Cneter and 
public bathrooms. 
Handicap access

All commercial business 
space as well as space for 
business owners needs. 

Handicap access.  
Landscaping to 
suitably sustain the 
forest but also to 
'hide' the 
contractor/storage 
uses

In the theme of the 
conservancy, 
businesses dedicated 
to art, Island culture 
and history, education. Handicap access

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Recreation for young 
people� that could 
alleviate the mischief. Residential

Full-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

Full-Time_Resident,other
Full-Time_Resident,other Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing
Full-Time_Resident,Part-Time_Resident

other

other None of these. Seems fine as it is
Cleaning up what 
exists

Only conservancy 
expansion

other

other

other

other
Apts and residential over 
retail



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

other

other Historic Preservation An ampitheater park Turtle Conservation

other

other

other
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident Public restrooms Public Restrooms Public Restrooms

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident No more development No more development No more deve No more development No more development 

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

None. No more 
commercial 
development here.

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
No building or 
development  please

No building or 
development  please. Just 
leave it alone.  

No building or 
development please 

Just leave it alone. No 
building or 
development  please. 

No building or 
development  please. 
Just leave it alone. 

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident none none

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident
water fountains; Harbour 
Village swimming pool water fountains water fountains

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident bathrooms

Part-Time_Resident

I feel like the marina and 
historic district are 
separate?   We need 
adequate parking and 
restrictions on 
contractors to park here.  
Please no more retail.

Part-Time_Resident

Anything to block the 
view of the back end of 
Jules, etc. as you come 
over the wooden bridge 
would be appreciated.

Part-Time_Resident
Maintain historic village 
feel. No chains Golf cart parking e-bike rentals

Beach access and 
access to food / toilets 
in places other than 
Shoals Club e-bike rentals

Part-Time_Resident education, exhibition

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Incorporate a volunteer 
staffed "welcome 
center" for people 
unfamiliar with the 
island's  various services 
and treasures.  

I include street scape 
here, as "landscaping" 
above could be more 
general in nature. 

I want to advocate for a 
pet-hotel. Visitors who are 
renting in "not-pet-
friendly" homes can still 
bring their dogs to the 
island; be with them and 
return them to their own 
"hotel" afterwards. 

Again, just in case 
"landscaping" is 
meant to be as a 
general element, 
street-scape in 
particular would 
make the 
commercialization of 
this area more 
attractive. 

Because of the high-
valued ecological 
/nature-loving 
environment the island 
is trying to project, I 
see this area as an 
educational "hub".  Not 
just "headquarters for 
the conservancy, but a 
much more interactive 
experience with 
visitors.

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Parking to coincide with 
current and proposed 
shopping/food venues Restroom facilities

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
fishing :  bait shop, 
tackleshop

Part-Time_Resident

Cleaning up + organizing 
the public works + 
contractor areas

Part-Time_Resident Leave undeveloped lots Natural tree canopies 
Less home sites and 
more trees planted 

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Would like to see the 
nasty carts that are 
illegally parked over 
night taken care of 

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident Leave the trees alone Nothing Plant vegetation Park space
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident None None None None

Part-Time_Resident

Fix transportation 
system, only.  Repurpose 
Harbomaster building for 
anything additional 
deemed necessary.

Uncontrolled and 
unplanned development 
in the marina makes me 
sad - out of business 
Sandpiper, River Pilot, 
BBQ joint right next to 
new pop-up Willo the 
Wisp - looks like urban 
sprawl.

Only with adequate 
parking, sidewalks and 
design standards - the 
middle of  the island looks 
like a scooby-do ghost 
town

Uniform design 
standards

Conservancy.  Better 
beach amenities - 
parking, bathrooms, 
and trash. Better beach accesses

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Transportation in harbor, 
Historical and natural 
preservation in HISTORIC 
area Public facilities

there should be no hotels 
on bhi other than small 6 
units or less inns Public Facilities

Conservancy - turtle 
protection, immersive 
natural areas, beach 
access Public Facilities

Part-Time_Resident nothing

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Needs public rest 
rooms

Needs public rest 
rooms

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident None None

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident Keep natural 

Part-Time_Resident

Sports Area - Basketball 
Court, Open Grass Area - 
Soccer Goal? Tennis Court?

Sports Area - 
Basketball Court, 
Open Grass Area - 
Soccer Goal? Tennis 
Court?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident Entertainment space

Educational space, 
preserved natural 
areas. Further 
commercial activities 
runs counter to the 
idea of conservation. 

Part-Time_Resident No change No change No change No change No change No change 

Part-Time_Resident None None None None None

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Bath house/ public rest 
rooms

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

this area is residential .... 
not sure any of the choices 
apply

not sure MI needs 
any of these



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident Nothing Nothing else
Please don� t add 
anything Nothing Nothing

Part-Time_Resident
Natural space left 
undeveloped

Part-Time_Resident No additional uses No additional uses 

Part-Time_Resident

No hotel.  If there are to 
be public restrooms, one 
here.  

Green space.  Less 
commercialization.  No 
shopping for items, leave 
that centered near 
market.

No hotel.  If any mixed use, 
it should be here. Nowhere 
else on island. Maintain the 
natural charm of BHI.  Do 
not kill the attractiveness 
of BHI by developing it to 
look like other places.  

No hotel.  Maintain 
the trees. Maintain 
the unique walkways 
with overhanging 
trees.

Beach access for all 
levels of physical 
development. No hotel.

Maintenance of 
greenspace

Part-Time_Resident
housing for on island 
workers

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Enhance what is there. 
Do not build any new 
structures. 

Preserve the forest and do 
not clear cut any more area

Please do not turn 
our island into a 
resort island like 
Myrtle Beach. Please 
protect its unique 
quality and all the 
wild, natural beauty 

No more commercial 
development. 

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Only improvements to 
existing structures. New 
development should be 
limited and heavily 
restricted. 

No new developments. 
Only improvements to 
existing structures. Nothing. 

Only improvements to 
existing structures. 
New development 
should be heavily 
restricted. 

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident BHI Welcome Center

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Leave it alone. It� s a 
historical site. 

Part-Time_Resident Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing 

Part-Time_Resident



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident

Only use existing 
buildings for more food 
and beverage options. 
No new buildings. No new buildings No new buildings No new buildings No new buildings

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Public dock. Public 
restrooms near ferry. 
contractor parking needs 
aesthetic landscape

public dock for taxi's etc 
handicap access's.  
restroom with easy 
access

aesthetically 
landscape the ugly 
new contractor area 
on federal rd

stop deforesting 
wooded areas in favor 
of buildings jammed 
together w/out trees

maintain park at 
Ocracoke and Currituck. 
Add handicap access& 
public restrooms for 
beach & 

Part-Time_Resident No development Natural areas as is No development Beautiful the way it is! 

Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

Part-
Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner,othe
r

Part-Time_Resident,other

Part-Time_Resident,other

Limited to conservancy 
related structures and 
parking



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you like 
to see incorporated?

Other - What uses should 
be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Other - What uses 
should be considered?

Other - Which site 
elements would you 
like to see 
incorporated?

Part-Time_Resident,other

Part-Time_Resident,other

Part-Time_Resident,other



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Commercial_Property_Owner

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident
Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

Full-Time_Resident

What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

The retail and food service businesses 
The mid island area commercial areas are not 
cohesive, and not easily connected together

I would try to create a plan where all commercial 
areas in each section of the island are connected 
and walkable so you don't have to drive to each 
one 

Limited commercialism in historic district, limited 
commercialism at east beach

1. Parking (everywhere)
2. Pedestrian pathways/sidewalks/nature trails 
(everywhere)
3. No design standards for anything in middle area - 
it looks like a Myrtle beach ghetto
4. Parks are deteriorating and not tended

1. Require commercial development to provide 
parking commensurate with occupancy
2. Try to exist in harmony with nature instead of 
clear cutting for new, unnecessary buildings.
3.  Re-use and repurpose cleared land before 
building anything new.

The market area incorporates outside seating, art, 
and encouraging social settings. That commercial 
area is nicely arranged. 

The landscaping needs attention around the 
parking areas. 

Landscape attractively around the separate parking 
areas. 

The Jailhouse

Contractor� s lot/storage area
New building going up
Cary� s Cart (Actually, anything except the Jailhouse 
is awful)
Parking lot by the ferry

No clear cutting
Have less stores, restaurants etc going up, we 
don� t need it
Get back to nature
Get rid of the storage area on Federal Rd, it� s ugly

Not Much A lot Talk about it

Restaurants and shops are friendly and try hard to 
cater to customers 

Not enough parking in the marina area, no free 
overnight parking for residents who do not wish to 
use the tram, not enough restaurants for non-club 
members, the area behind Jules should be cleaned 
up and is a major eyesore. 

No more on island housing for workers. The 
housing here now is not well maintained and there 
is zero public safety presence at it in the summer. 
Add restaurants!!

Harbor area, market/hardware area, conservancy 
area.

The new buildings before the market.   New 
contractor area.

Apply same landscape standards, and provide 
proper parking for the facilities.

Natural areas Commercialization Keep it how it was and stop fucking it up. 
Jailhouse Contractor yard Don� t cut down trees!

The bridge helps with traffic.Closing off lighthouse 
wynd at the end would be a good idea. Too much 
thru traffic.

The contractor lot needs to be landscaped better. 
Possibly more parking needed for the Jailhouse 
restaurant.
Not sure how the new building on maritime way 
will affect present businesses and parking.
Not sure what you mean by public art.???

Have a set of ARC guidelines for commercial 
property. 

The 2 clubs are successful and an asset to the 
island.
The new public safety building

There could be more and better restaurant 
choices. The market could be expanded to 
represent the growth of the island with more food 
choices. Federal road is a busy road during the 
summer season and a sidewalk from the marina 
area to the conservancy would be safer for walkers 
and bike riders. 
The roads on Middle Island need improvement as 
they flood during storms and hurricanes. There is 
only one road off Middle island and if it becomes 
washed out people would be stranded. 
The contractor lots are an eyesore from the main 
roads on the island. 

A cart bridge from Middle Island the main part of 
the island would be safer and would help solve this 
issue.  
Better landscaping to hide the contactor lot areas.
More sidewalks and improvements on the broken 
and overgrown ones.
An animal hospital on the island would be a huge 
asset.

wildlife park, beach / access parking, commons 
park, marina park, kayak access pt

some of the smaller parks are not well maintained, 
conservancy area, marsh overlook in marina area, 
construction sites are a mess

Put commercial building / construction under CCR 
guideline control standards for island uniformity, 
focus on improving open space, take care of what 
we presently have

No comment No comment No comment 

I think there� s enough commercial development on 
the island and if any more happens it should stay 
within that already existing commercial zones

Bald head island is starting to lose 
It� s charm as being a secluded place because of the 
overdevelopment

It would be nice to see more green space where 
people could spend time with her kids or their dogs 
somewhere other than on the sand

Much of the island commercial construction 
adheres relatively closely to the coastal Carolina 
vernacular, even where that adherence is 
voluntary (Limited's own commercial construction), 
but there are egregious violations of the design 
standards by unreviewed construction.  The 
Village's construction varies from very appropriate 
(town hall area) to strangely huge and industrial 
with minimal effort to fit the vernacular set on 
clear-cut land (Public Safety) to low budget ugly 
that is visually unscreened from the road 
(contractor offices/storage).

1) Some commercial AND VILLAGE buildings are 
terrible eyesores, not in keeping with the 
architecture of the island - eg mid-island parcels 
10, 17, 8, and the contractor bldg.  Architectural 
review is desperately needed (see other 
comments).  2)  Clear cutting, removing visual 
buffer zones of trees - 3) Failure to provide public 
restrooms, leaving burden on stores and the 
Conservancy.  4) Marina ferry facilities do not 
function well and need expansion and redesign.

Vigorous architectural review of commercial AND 
VILLAGE construction INCLUDING LANDSCAPE 
REVIEW TO ASSURE PRESERVATION OF AS MUCH 
MARITIME FOREST AS POSSIBLE.  We should do 
everything possible to arrest the slide toward a 
resort/Myrtle Beach environment.  That said, I am 
not in favor of micromanaging the use of 
commercial properties by trying to dictate exactly 
what commercial ventures are welcome on the 
island or at a particular location - but the venture 
has to fit architecturally and avoid clearcutting land 
to the extent possible.
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Market
Contractor aarea needs significant landscaping and 
shielding from view

Make the maket area more pedestrian friendly . 

Clean up the office area at mid island. Looks very 
junky 

Island feel architecturally. Quantity and size of 
existing structures. Three "epicenters" of 
commercial sites with different "feels" to 
explore/experience. 

Recycle area needs work. Too hard to recycle with 
lifting recyclables 6.5 feet off the ground to 
maneuver into small slots to put into bins. Bins 
often overfilled/closed with no where to put 
recyclables. This should be a lot easier. Deliver your 
recyclables, dump en masse and leave. This whole 
area is a disincentive to recycling. 

Currently, the master plan is needed because the 
flow/type of commercial enterprises are haphazard 
in their location and differing business are mixed in 
seemingly whereever they could fit. 

Lack of things to do for older adolescents. 

Landscaping with and preserving native plants. 

Water drainage throughout island. There must be 
some way to plant/grade/handle local flooding so 
that it does not have such an impact. 

Infrastructure to support growing island 
community - safety, utilities, roads. The fire that 
recently occurred had an impact on entire island 
and we were unable to handle it. What if there was 
another fire/emergency on another part of island? 

Moratorium on building both residential and 
commercial until adequate plan for enhancement 
and approved money is in hand. 

Movie theater in historical building for kids; 
permanent school there, arcade/bowling alley?  
Older adolescents often times are bored and get 
into mischief. 

Business conference/meeting areas (outside of 
club membership meeting rooms) to attract 
business folks for retreats, employee recognition, 
etc. This would help off season bookings and help 
buoy economy. 

Different easy to use bins for recycling, or better 
yet, have a recycling pick up at commercial and 
residential bldgs with designated cans for garbage, 
cardboard, the rest that are not left to residents. 

Master plan for landscaping in three discussed 
areas, but also a whole island plan that is more 
aggressive in maintaining unique nature preserve 
feel, that incorporates commercial areas, that 
mitigates flooding. 

The commercial area around the market and 
clothing shops, also the Jailhouse and Jules areas.

The very worst element in my opinion was allowing 
Phillips air to have an access driveway off of 
Muscadine Wynd, when the already had access off 
the Edward Teach extension, 30 feet away.  The 
new access is both ugly and unsafe, and in my 
opinion should be eliminated.  

Require building appearance in the commercial 
district to me more uniform.  It now appears very 
haphazard.  Also require businesses to get color 
and material approval like residential construction.  
There should be no tin buildings and no black and 
black/white buildings.

Conservancy Parking, green space More, better designed parking

Maritime market and surroudings
New 4 story building going up across from fire 
station Have a plan 

the older market area where buildings fit in 
beneath the canopy of trees.  

public safety clearcut too many trees and the new 
construction site will be too tall and cut so many 
beautiful trees.  

less retail shopping!  limit size of buildings, have a 
natural screen of native plants around and in front 
of buildings, limit tree removal, design around the 
environment, architectural review of design plans 
to fit BHI.  We don,t want to be Myrtle Beach!

Commercial minimalism

Poor public infrastructure (parking, bathrooms, 
sidewalks, trash collection, transportation)

Lack of regard for natural environment/clear 
cutting trees.  Overcrowding lots.

Commercial guidelines that require replacement of 
trees displaced.

Require businesses to screen their trash - 
dumpsters are everywhere.

Require all ICE vehicles return to contractor lots 
each night.

NO overnight parking in Marina

Residences and buildings that adhere to the 
Coastal Carolina vernacular and present consistent 
visuals. 

Buildings, e.g. the repurposed firehouse or the 
Monkees retail building that do not conform to the 
Carolina coastal vernacular. 

Establish a building code and architectural review 
standards for commercial properties. 

Market area including Room Service, Coastal Urge, 
Island Passage and Hardware store.  
All flows nicely and not bare and commercial 
looking.  Even where Lou Earnhardt medical facilty 
and Harper Peterson facilities look nice and 
inviting.

The new building going up near the fire station is 
an eye sore.

Not sure what the new building is going to look like 
I hope and pray they add a lot of landscaping.  
WHO will be allowed to purchase the condos or is 
this something already signed?
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Until recently - Natural Preservation, Historical 
Preservation and Uniform Commercial Building 
designs and appearance contributed greatly to 
both the unique charm of Bald Head and the stated 
goals of island residents "to enhance and protect 
the value, desirability and attractiveness of the 
island".  The Village demonstrated resolve for 
MINIMAL COMMERCIALISM and living IN 
HARMONY with our natural environment.  

1. Lack of adequate public transportation 
(residents and visitors, baggage, parking) 
2. Lack of public facilities (bathrooms, beach 
accesses, parking, trash receptacles, signage)
3. Lack of regard for natural and historical assets 
(clear cutting trees, encouraging overcrowding, 
elimination of historic footpath in Harbor, etc.) 
4. Lack of commercial design guidelines (trash 
screening, ICE vehicle parking, exterior 
appearances, pedestrian access)
5. Lack of maintenance and support for existing 
public resources (dog park, beach accesses, creek 
access, harbor-side pavilion, and cape fear 
commons are overgrown and largely 
unmaintained, decision to abandon versus re-
purpose existing town hall)
6. Lack of regard for safety (closing Lighthouse 
Wynd is a known emergency vehicle and fire safety 
issue, forcing pedestrian traffic into busy 
intersections, too many ICE vehicles)
7. Lack of common spaces and directional signage
8. Lack of shared spaces (public safety, village staff, 
harbor mgmt.)

1. Commercial Properties (CP) must 
MEANINGFULLY offset their environmental impact 
on the existing tree canopy and natural 
environment (reforestation & environmental 
impact requirements) PRIOR TO approval plan
2. CP permit easements for reasonable pedestrian 
and public access on/across property
3. CPs must have set-back and density 
requirements that promote attractiveness and 
desirability of the island.
4. CPs to maintain "off-season" hours of operation 
proportional to "in-season" hours of operation     
 5. CPs to provide adequate parking based on 
occupancy, require the Village to provide adequate 
parking for public facilities (beach, creek, parks)
7. CPs must screen and dispose of trash and 
parking (Like residents do),
8.  Incorporate commercial building design 
standards and safety (DOT? ADA?) guidelines    
9.  Village invest in public infrastructure and 
maintenance - at least "a" public restroom/drinking 
water/trash in each district and each public 
building (town hall, safety, etc) 

Ability to know choices - of retail, restaurants, 
locations of cart rental, rules of island (no underage 
driving, etc).

Having no oversight of the commercial building 
process. Over-burdened infrastructure (roads, 
utilities). In this environment, ferry schedule, 
ability to get to island. No way-finding system that 
informs visitors of where to go, what to do on the 
island. Focus needs to be on the new visitors to the 
island. Even with all the right things in place, if 
people don't know where to go, what exists, what 
to do, it's hard to drive traffic to those places.

Enhance gateways. Put commercial development 
under the same stringent rules as residential 
construction. Build wayfinding into/around island 
amenities.

Retaining the feel of the island None  come to mind. 

Invite food trucks  in the marina during in-season  ( 
or the weekends ) to provide more and better food 
options to the island.  Consider leasing plots for 
these venues or pop-up shops in season.

Additional places to eat and beautiful plants and 
shrubs.

Too many shops offering the same items and too 
many trees being taken down.

Put a hold on any more commercial development 
and alcohol serving establishments.
Put swings in the Village Marina Park area.  

Shopping 
Restaurants 

Roads
Commercial building period
Island has adequate commercialization 

Reduce commercialization in general
Keep big oak trees

Mid island conservancy 

Harbor area dirty and congested by Jules and barge 
area

Need to clean up landscaping going through 
shoppes, hardware store and market 

Contractor areas in need of landscape plantings to 
block views 

Clean up area p, stop/limit cart access to barge 
area and behind Jules

Renovate bathrooms located by Park area where 
tent was located 
Create a park like setting with benches  and some 
swings.  

1) The emphasis on preserving the environment
2) 

1) Lack of maintenance of the parks, street signs, 
garbage sheds 
2) The building of the contractor storage space 
along Federal Road in full view
3) Numerous eye soars in Village areas.  ie: vehicles 
and Contractor golf carts look like a junk yard.
4) Over building of new commercial space.  ie: the 
destruction of the forest for the new commercial 
space near the Fire station is one example.

1) Protect the environment as first priority
2) Maintain what we have.   Many of the parks, 
common areas, street signs are not maintained
3) Pause further commercial development.  The 
current shopping and restaurants cannot even staff 
with the current commercial buildings available.  
Why would we build more?  We have empty 
commercial space now (ie Delphina's, Sandpiper, 
etc.).  

The chapel area is a attractive and blends with the 
environment, as does the Conservancy campus.  .  

Cheap commercial buildings should not be allowed 
any more.  

Any new commercial buildings need to meet 
similar architectural standards that residential 
buildings are required to meet. 
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Harbor area; Maritime Market area; Conservancy 
area

Commercial vehicle and storage/staging areas.
Lack of sidewalk and/or bike paths; the amount of 
ICE traffic and the speed of those vehicles (carts, 
too) make walking along main roads dangerous. 

Designate and contain commercial/maintenance 
areas, then screen with a mixture of privacy 
fencing and landscaping. Treat these areas with 
the same stringency as ARC treats residential 
property. There seems to be vastly different 
standards for residential and commercial. 

Conservancy and surrounding area are lovely and 
Mike's Bites is great.  Parking there is generally 
sufficient.  Harbor is nice the way it is and I would 
not add commercial activies

Too many useless and unneeded shops.   More 
dining options and alternatives to buy interesting 
food are needed

stop building condos and mixed use commercial 
residential that add too many people to island.  
Add parking where needed

Some buildings blend in nicely. 

Lighting; stripped bare landscape; height of 
buildings! The choice of businesses~ Too trendy 
and not in keeping  with BHI nature/laid back feel. 

Have an ARB for commercial buildings. Restrict 
trucks/ICE permits 

Wildlife overlook Too much commercial. Reduce rentals

The current Maritime Way has to date been 
attractively designed with buildings that fit into the 
environment and yet functional.  However, 
additional lodging/apartments on Maritime Way 
would detract from the current success and should 
be relegated to the less visible areas.

The historic area is "pleasing to the eye" and 
blends well into the environment.  However, the 
future Old Baldy museum, Village offices or other 
venues should never be allowed to deviate from 
the aura and mystique provided by Old Baldy itself 
(as well as the Chapel, BHA and current Village 
facilities).

It is unconscionable that the old fire station 
property was permitted to add a direct access road 
to Muscadine Wynd and have ICE parking at the 
corner of Muscadine Wynd and Edward Teach 
Extension.  It is a significant eyesore on one of the 
main thoroughfares on the island, and one in which 
so many individuals and visitors pass on the way to 
the Market and shopping.  This is  the biggest 
disappointment of any of the development on the 
island, notwithstanding that apparently the 
property allows ICE parking outside of the 
contractors' lot (because it was grandfathered for 
ICE parking when it was the fire station).

Lack of safe pedestrian travel (walking or bikes) on 
the major wynds/roads is a safety hazard that at 
some point the Village will be involved in litigation 
when deaths occur (this is not a "if" but "when" 
situation).

Establish commercial design guidelines that are 
consistent with the residential requirements that 
enhance, not distract or diminish from the current 
"look and feel" of the island.  Actually, these should 
not be "guidelines" but rules that must be 
followed, and governed by an independent Board.

While it may be difficult to enact retroactively,  
impose and/or encourage these new obligations on 
commercial establishments to adapt to, and adopt, 
the new rules..  If not legally feasible to impose 
regulations retroactively, any new development by 
existing commercial property owners (including 
related entities under that may want to develop 
under different legal companies) should be 
required to "fix" existing establishments as a 
condition of any new development efforts or major 
renovations.

While I have no issues with, and understand, the 
risks that existing commercial properties have 
taken in pursuit of commercial success on the 
island,  they need to be held accountable for prior 
decisions.

Less is more Less is more Less shops

Jailhouse Provisions is a perfect example of taking 
a former commercial building which was old and 
rundown and creating a new building which is 
attractive and enhances the surrounding 
environment. Unfortunately, the multi-tenant 
commercial building next to it which was also an 
old, rundown building, on the corner of Muscadine 
Wynd and Edward Teach, and the Island Mini-
Storage building, which was new construction, 
across the street from it, are not attractive and 
detract from the "vibe" of that area. Both of these 
commercial buildings should be required to 
improve the attractiveness of the structures. Either 
by painting the exteriors, with landscaping, or with 
free standing public art.

The commercial and residential structures should 
be more harmonious from a design standpoint. 
Residential structures on the island tend to 
complement one another in design and color 
scheme while most commercial structures look 
cheap and do not enhance the surrounding 
environment. A current example, the front of the 
new multi-tenant building on the corner of 
Muscadine Wynd and Maritime Way looks like it 
may complement the existing environment, but 
the back of the building looks cheap and very 
industrial. Hopefully, the metal siding will be 
painted appropriately and new landscaping will 
help hide the building. 

Any new commercial building should be required 
to conform to a "standard" which will enhance the 
surrounding area. The exterior paint color should 
blend in with the environment  and not stand out 
like the "black and white striped" multi-tenant 
building on the corner of Muscadine and Edward 
Teach. The metal siding looks "cheap" and should 
be redone. 

Elements  that blend seamlessly into  the  natural 
elements that made Bald Head the treasure it used 
to be

Elements that focus only on utility and ignore and 
destroy the  beauty and natural gracefulness of the 
island

Stop relying on people who have no love or 
appreciation of the island to make design decisions

Most of the commercial properties are 
consolidated along Maritime Way, and contractor 
services on Edward Teach.  This is aesthetically 
pleasing. 

Some of the new construction is too high and large. 
The black and boxy buildings are unappealing.  

Continue to keep residential apart from 
commercial and contractors.  If we build a public 
restroom, it should be located on Maritime or 
Edward Teach.  This is a central location and does 
not draw day tourists, for whom this would be 
constructed, to any one beach or residential 
neighborhood.
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

As much as we like the island the way it is now, we 
must accept the fact that the island will be built 
out as the Mitchell's planned.  I appreciate the lack 
of large signage and hotels.  The Village working on 
infrastructure has been huge given the amount of 
building.  

I feel the commercial building should be help to 
strict ARC approvals as homes do.  

Not differently, but I am happy the island has put a 
hold on commercial building until a new master 
plan can be completed.  

Marina and mid island shops and eateries.  But 
there is not enough restaurants for full build out of 
new homes.   Build protection plans and beach 
accesses are succesful.

Roads are to narrow in spots so no room for carts 
and passing bikes, runners, walkers, etc.
The S curves by Flora Bluff need rumble strips to 
slow traffic.
Lighting at crossroads is non-existent in several 
areas and a accident will occur.
Not enough restaraunts for summer months and 
eventually full buildout.
Change zoning laws such that the Village has the 
authority to allow building permits for the results 
of the Master Plan.  As of now, commercial 
building requests that meets code must be 
allowed.  Therefore in an extreme example, but a 
true one, we could end up with   
5 schools using up the few remaining vacant 
commercial lots.

I would work on everything written above, and 
copied here:
.Roads are too narrow in spots so no room for carts 
and passing bikes, runners, walkers, etc.
The S curves by Flora Bluff need rumble strips to 
slow traffic.
Lighting at crossroads is non-existent in several 
areas and a accident will occur.
Not enough restaraunts for summer months and 
eventually full buildout.
Change zoning laws such that the Village has the 
authority to allow building permits for the results 
of the Master Plan.  As of now, commercial 
building requests that meets code must be 
allowed.  Therefore in an extreme example, but a 
true one, we could end up with   
5 schools using up the few remaining vacant 
commercial lots.

not overbuilt
managed tree cutting 
the buildings with coastal vernacular architecture
no high-rises
nice landscaping 
pedestrian-friendly
baffled lighting

destruction of plants
clear-cutting
unsightly metal buildings and containers
ugly parking areas
illegal parking
inconsistency and proliferation of signage
contractor messes at building sights
multi-story buildings above two floors Cite illegal parking and contractors not complying 

to standards
Develop and enforce standards for commercial 
building like the ARC standards for homes

The Maritime Market area is a nice central location 
for gathering and supplies. As a resident, the 
Market and the Hardware Store are vital to the 
island residents. For tourism, the Maritime Market 
area retail is nice. The maritime shops, Turtle 
Central, and Riverside shops are perfect for those 
wanting souvenirs.

The real estate in the marina has been abandoned 
since the pandemic. It was successful and can be 
again. The Black and White building at the corner 
of Maritime Way and Muscydine is an eyesore. The 
chain store "Monkees" does not fit with the island 
vision. I am also concerned about the proposed 
school. I have requested information from the 
leaders and had no response. We already have 
mixed Residental /Commercial space above Costal 
Urge and another being built across from the PS 
building: I understand we need housing for 
international seasonal employees but that should 
enough and not become part of our landscape. 

I would not be overly focused on development. 
Any form of development should be approach 
cautiously and conservatively. The undeveloped 
nature of our island is what makes it special and 
unique. Even words of development  like Park, 
Plaza, and landscaping seem out-of-place. The 
beach, maritime forest and the marsh are our 
parks, plazas and landscape. 

I thought of this after I submitted my survey. The 
Jailhouse provision conversion for the old PS 
building has been a success. They made something 
nice from a metal rectangular building. The 
offerings hit the spot throughout the day. Also 
successful is the Fire pit gathering area next to the 
market with it's selection of food and beverage. I 
am not sure what is happening at the Timbercreek 
Mulch site but I hope it is commercial parking. 

The commercial parking area on the way out of the 
marina is an eyesore. Likewise when commercial 
vehicles are allowed to park along the road leading 
to the barge it looks terrible. The odd group of 
commercial businesses next door in the first of the 
two Black and White buildings is odd. How did the 
ARC let this happen? And then again at the 
Maritime and Muscadine corner is a sister black 
and white building. I have heard this will house a 
dog groomer, chain owned shoe store and school. 
That is a most bizarre combination. Who is 
approving this type growth? It seems short minded 
and looks terrible  architecturally. 

Please accept these additional comments to my 
previously submitted survey. THANK YOU

Almost all of them are successful in various ways.

The dorm/apartments are in poor shape and need 
to be updated.  
The building that used to have Delphina's, BHI 
Rentals is full of mold and mildew and poses a 
health issue.
The shops/stores on Maritime Way need a facelift 
or at least a good cleaning and painting of all the 
buildings.

Repair the buildings that need it.  The dockmaster 
building could be repaired and updated into small 
shops and hopefully, Delphina's and Sandpiper.
I would not have allowed the black and white 
striped color scheme on the new buildings.  It does 
not blend in with the rest of the island.
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Maritime Way - market, stores, etc.

Current parking in the harbor area is getting tight. 
Parking restrictions in the "circle" and around the 
harbor are not enforced.

Bring back the permanent tent in the harbor, 
maintain that as an open area. Make it a gathering 
space, there could be outdoor movies and bands in 
the summer.

The initial intent to 'corral' businesses in the center 
of the island, preserves the residential 
neighborhoods.
ARC Standards for dwellings

Lack of commercial building design standards 
consistent with ARC standards for dwellings
Lack of consideration for the home owners 'view' 
adjacent to businesses
Not all businesses provide handicap access
Owners do not have input to the types of 
businesses opened on the island...the zoning 
process does.
More has to be done to preserve the forest during 
any further expansion.

Many of my suggestions are above.  
Develop a master build out plan ... thank you for 
starting  this effort!
Always consider FIRST in any plan the original 
intentions behind the island's development. 
Consider ways to preserve open space before it 
disappears.

Harbor has pretty aesthetics now.
Commercial development in the interior of the 
island needs to be away from the main wynds.

The commercial building at Muscadyne and 
Edward Teach should have been moved back  away 
from a main intersection that it is not so visible.  At 
minimum, some foliage needs to be planted as a 
buffer.

Anything Oceanside
Ferry area

Park near Chicamacomico
Area near Art store

Go back and review the document 2025, which was 
developed by a group of islanders.

N/a N/a N/a

more than adequate contractor spaces

lack of public restrooms, inadequate parking, lack 
of landscaping, ugly buildings, loss of hardwood 
trees, poor drainage, 

more pleasing softer buildings, improved drainage, 
adequate parking, uniformed signage

Water,electricity Building too many houses Not move here
Market area but needs to be contained Walking bike paths Add walking bike paths

Keep the beautiful, unique environment the 
priority and all structures secondary. Keep the style 
coastal and classic. Let the environment remain 
the focus and keep trendy artificial things at a 
minimum--signage, art work, etc.  Art is very 
subjective and taste is too varied. I recommend 
keeping this to a minimum, if at all.  Landscaping 
makes sense when native plants, trees, grasses, 
and flowers are used. not sure not sure

Existing buildings need refreshing.
Interiors look dated and some exteriors look in 
need of repair

Maintain what is there with extremely limited 
expansion.  If ferry and tram system work 
appropriately to shuttle people on and off the 
island EFFICIENTLY everything else would work well 
as long as merchants meticulously maintain.  
Maintenance and sustainability should be the keys 
to these areas.  

Current shops in mid island area
Market needs to be enlarged and possibly Have 
separate beverage store More native landscaping

Having shopping and dining grouped together and 
land donated to conservancy to help keep areas 
non buildable None Have more areas that are non buildable

the nature overlook, marsh trails, width of the 
major roads, park area at the harbor/creekside

lack of sidewalks/designated walk/bike areas on 
the major roads - especially during weekdays when 
ICE vehicles are traveling through frequently.  Most 
are good about slowing down but there are many 
spots with blind curves or tight areas

I am concerned about continued growth without 
employees or infrastructure to support it.  Over the 
last couple of years it seems that the island has 
faced numerous pain points, specifically related to 
the ferry service and employment.  It would be 
detrimental to the current environment to 
encourage more visitors without knowing that the 
current stores/restaurants/market, etc could 
support those visitors.  I am strongly against 
another hotel on the island. 

The residential components of the marina� s north 
end are well thought out and well built out, 
including the B&B� s.

The perimeter at the marsh side including the 
former wedding tent green area is under 
developed and underutilized as open space and 
plaza. And the mess around the back side of Jules 
and the barge ramp is an ugly industrial eyesore 
with poor screening, poor parking, and inadequate 
truck pull off areas.

Create architectural and landscape review for all 
additions, exterior renovations, and new 
construction in the three commercial areas. Staff 
the review committee with a unique board not 
under control of the BHA and consisting of 
commercial property owners, residents, and 
professionals.
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Middle island shopping area
Vacancies in Harbor area do not portray a positive 
impression to first time or daily visitors

Colors on new middle island commercial building 
(black/white stripes) do not fit the island. Three 
story building being constructed seems too tall for 
the island. 

The houses and the clubs are well maintained.

No business or building is built with enough parking 
on BHI - the whole place - especially by the market 
looks like a golf cart junkyard.  The contractor lots 
are sloppy and full of litter, too. 

Eliminate all offices and administrative buildings 
that sit empty 90% of the time.  

Covered Out door spaces.  

Refillable water bottle station

Public bathroom No parking available -
Having different areas of the island with 
commercial space is nice, but would love one more 
dining establishment on east end that isn� t 
associated with a club. 

Not enough establishments to eat to meet demand 
during summer months. 

Maintain as much natural area as possible. 
Encourage bike riding instead of taking up space 
for cart parking. 

The original commercial buildings in the harbor 
were built in a tasteful manner.  The recently built, 
currently being built, or rehabbed, other than the 
Jailhouse, have not. 

Lack of a commercial ARC has led to unattractive 
commercial buildings with no conformance to a 
low country or a BHI aesthetic. Stores that cater 
only to the very rich are a poor commentary on BHI 
values. More stores mean more staff, which means 
more people needing to commute to and from BHI 
on the already always late and crowded ferry. 

An ARC should have been created years ago, and 
now the need is desperate. The new commercial 
ARC needs strict rules that are enforced. Use of 
any remaining commercial property needs to be 
carefully considered based on BHI needs, not 
investors or developers desire to make money. It is 
almost too late. The Village must act quickly and 
with a great deal of thought and care. Those 
making the decisions should not be people who 
own commercial enterprises. They have conflicts of 
interest. 

Esthetic Cosmetic Keep island preserved through conservation 

Trails and marina

Multi story building on Edward Teach is too high.  
The black and white buildings by Philllips Air is not 
in keeping with the color scheme of the island

Have commercial develop be more transparent to 
the islanders especially when the ARC is so 
particular for residential properties 

- - -

The park area near east beach is very nice it would 
be good to have something similar at marina Storage area surrounding are not attractive Have free charging stations throughout the island 

Grocery store, Jail House Restaurant, Conservancy 
are successful Contractor Yard is not very attractive.  

I would not have taken out all of the natural 
vegetation around the new contractor yard. There 
should be more public restrooms at beach 
accesses.

Interiors of shops & restaurants 

Mildew covered, buildings, messy looking 
landscape, trash, etc behind restaurants, not 
enough parking in Harbour & Conservancy, illegal 
parking not monitored 

Have the Village maintain buildings & landscaping 
better.

Market and Marina.
East Beach needs more parking, restrooms and 
easy food. More planned gathering, open space. 

I think BHI is special bc it doesn� t have a lot of over 
development. That makes it special. I think what 
BHI has NOW is enough.  

ALL the new construction especially  the multi 
story building near the police station. 

This island can only support so much growth.  BHI 
is a special place because we don� t have putt putt 
or bumper cars� .mega shopping� .let� s keep it 
that way.  Special.  Not status quo

The look of the exterior flows Together.  
Parking at the Marina is limited.

More outdoor bar and Restaurant space.  More 
options for food and drinks that are open year 
round. More shopping is needed. Women like to 
shop
While on vacation.  More options for kids on 
Rainey days such as an arcade or more free turtle 
education at the conservatory.  When my kids 
were small,
I wished there wasA few parks  to take them to.  
Also, more consistent medical options that are 
open on the weekend when everyone gets hurt. 

Maintaining a consistent color scheme
Buildings designed to highlight the natural 
environment, keeping as many trees as possible Not enough covered seating at the ferry terminal 

Provide a covered along covered walkway with 
benches 

Small village appeal Too mch of the same old same old
Provide more reflective /relaxing areas to read a 
book etc

Undeveloped spave The market srea Less development 

There is enough shopping. Dining is already 
overwhelmed and can� t find staff to run it. 
Honestly, I think we have enough commercial 
development and would hate to see more. 

All is good, with possible landscaping 
improvements, especially around the new 
contractors area to hide the � ugly� . More 
organization there is sorely needed as well.  

Keep things as natural as possible. Do not add 
more than can be staffed (we have added a 
restaurant, but at the loss of another). Organize 
the contractor area so it looks less like a haphazard 
collection of trucks and construction debris - doing 
so by regulating / assigning parking and storage 
areas might help
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Low profile, unobtrusive.
Cluster shops and restaurants for walkability. 
Adequate parking

widely dispersed shops/restaurants so that one 
must drive
offices mixed with shops

allow for expansion of ferry landing and tram area. 
Also assoc parking lot/day parking for ferry

Building architecture that blends in with the 
environment.

Clear cutting land, removing native plants for 
commercial construction. Too many ICE vehicles on 
the island supporting surge in construction without 
controls for safety. Emphasis should focus on island 
environment conservation. Commercial 
development does not support preserving the 
maritime ecosystem. 

Development should support conservation and 
island preservation- not commercial resort 
features. Residential growth should not precede 
infrastructure such as additional Public Safety 
officers, fire equipment, water & sewer systems. 
Invest resources to educate visitors of the wildlife 
and how to coexist in the environment.

Minimal built environment It has grown enough
Increase transportation infrastructure and leave 
the rest as it is

I believe we should continue to keep the island 
authentic and not build it up with a bunch of 
random buildings, as we moved to the island from 
Ocean Isle due to that very reason. Overbuilt and 
crowding over the years killed the culture and love 
of the natural environment. As a student in 
Environmental Science and meteorology it is 
important to me about successful built and not 
overbuilding as for example in Raleigh. Growth is 
going to happen, but there should be rules and 
efforts to maintain the great character of the 
islands. We should also make great efforts to 
maintaining the most commercial areas to one 
area. Explained above see above 

Separation of commercial units.
Open space with nature surrounding.

Density in the midi island area.
Presence of the natural eco-systems.
Minimize uncaredfor space particularly at the BHI 
Club and in too many "neighborhoods".

Survey the island to ensure proper maintenance of 
natural areas.
Minimize density of commercial areas...does a 
need exist for additional commercialism?? 
"Limited" limited what some have considered 
comfortable retail to enhance their P/L 
performance.

Those that disrupt the natural beauty of the island 
the least and follow the architectural standards 
residences are held to on the island Area including storage units Protect live oaks, consistent architectural style 

Market / Pavilion, hardware store and shops, 
harbor restaurants and gift shops, Turtle Central 
campus    New construction for construction company

   Keep retail and food and beverage separate from 
BHI business and construction buildings. BHI 
Contractor storefronts should be located together 
and be separate from the retail and food and 
beverage facilities. 

Marina area and the Conservancy 

The old fire house which is now black and white 
striped.  How does this fit into the aesthetic of 
BHI? 

I think a master plan is definitely needed.
I think commercial buildings should come under 
the same or very similar guidelines as residential 
building.
I would not want to see any additional 3 story 
commercial buildings.   

The market area, hardware store, and shops on the 
mud island area.  

I don� t know how successful or not the businesses 
are but, the area behind the market doesn� t really 
fit in with the look of the island.  We need smart 
strategic long term growth that will service both 
the full time residents as well as the part timers 
and the vacationers.  We don� t need nor should we 
want to be like other coastal North Carolina 
communities, we hat have grown up either too fast 
or is just chasing the next dollar.

Though I like Jailhouse, the hat stretch of 
commercial area doesn� t seem to fit into the look 
and feel of BHI.  I would also discourage regional or 
local � chain stores�  from being able to set up shop 
on the island (ie Monkees).  It just takes away from 
the charm and uniqueness that makes BHI out 
home away from home., 

simplicity flood management updated way finding signs and markings

The park across from Souther Living development 
quite lovely.  

Not enough public spaces in Marina area.  Food 
and beverage options in Marina are very limited. 
Contractor area along Federal road is a complete 
eyesore.  Does not seem as if there has been much 
consideration about how many total lots/areas can 
be built

More dedicated green space particularly along 
Federal road headed towards East Beach and past 
conservancy. Ie Across from Federal road side of 
Southern living development . Too many lots being 
developed with seemingly no clear plan to keep 
green spaces.  Would use the existing area where 
Conservancy is located to add food/beverage 
option rather than develop existing green space 
further down Federal road
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Like the center of the island around Maritime Way 
being the primary shopping area, however I do feel 
we deparately need more shopping and dinning 
venues.  I feel that construction and buidling 
entiites need to be a bit more isolated , 
camoflauged and defined throughout the island.  , 

To many exterior differences, need more uniform 
codes for exterior and more parking .  hate the way 
the new area around Public Safety has gotten 
"junked up" with carts, vans, trucks etc.  We most 
definately need business/equipment parking that 
in discret and HIDDEN.  Same problem in the 
Harbor, get these business carts , trucks etc in a 
hidden lot

Make more distinct exterior design requirements 
MORE sidewalks throughout the island. 

Harbor. South side of mod area.  Very hit and miss. No theme for each area.  

Think of like villages�

Harbor = welcome area, boating, accommodations, 
history, spiritual  
Mid-island= mixed use commercial, shopping, � mid-
town� . Walk-around. 
Cape = educational, historical 

Low impact to surrounding residential or natural 
areas while having utility and providing additional 
options (food/beverage/necessities) to residents 
and visitors.

Ample parking areas and access

Elements that detract and interfere with natural 
area and environment. 

Light pollution
Noise near residential properties

Allow options so long as they ascetically conform 
to the area.

Consider development of additional recreational 
areas that fold into natural character and beauty of 
the island. Ropes, frisbee golf, allow access to more 
hiking and walking trails.

BHI Club and Shoals Clubs have reached or are 
quickly reaching capacity. Identify develop a third 
option or allow for expansion of existing facilities 
to accommodate the growth of visitors and 
owners.

I believe a high impact use such as a hotel would 
completely change the character of the island, 
however there has to be an intermediary type 
lodging more than Air B+B or bed and breakfast but 
less than a hotel that could fit. Just not sure what 
that is or might look like. 

The maritime market area has been well designed. 
Adequate parking. Good landscaping . The whole 
area is functional with shops, hardware, and 
grocery. The rest of the mud-island area is hideous.

The mid island area, except for the maritime 
market area is hideous. I don� t know why ICE 
vehicles are parked in plain site on corner of 
Edward Teach Ext and Muscadine. The building 
that they are parked by, the old firehouse, is the 
most horrible-looking building on the planet. The 
contractor parking is an eyesore.

Much stronger design guidelines and adherence to 
code, no matter how politically connected the 
property owners are.

The marina is pleasant and could be easily 
designed to incorporate additional food and 
beverage options. 

The market area is starting to look ratty  and is 
becoming something of a circus - too many options 
of non appealing choices. Temporary tent is now a 
permanent fixture and trees over plaza area could 
let in more light. Fountain fixtures always broken. 
Market trying to do too much with pizza, and wok, 
etc. Unplanned growth. Also need speed bumps or 
someone will get hurt near market. 
The area behind the market relegated to 
contractors is unsightly. Fencing/plantings would 
help, and individual concerns should be more 
responsible for the look of their spaces. 

Redesign market plaza. Make room for an 
additional grocer or convenience store so there is 
an additional option. Invite that competition. Open 
the plaza space and use trees, not moldy tent for 
shade. Redesign roadways and parking with safety 
in mind.  

Areas retain their own identities, purposes.

Shoals area seems in-transition- with large 
residence going in, club nearly in the ocean and 
very popular beach access abutting an upscale, 
private residential area... this could use some 
rethinking to tie this all together in concert with 
waterline or should be left alone 

Do not turn this into Hilton Head or make so 
commercialized that Bald Head's identity is lost. 
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

There are several types of restaurants, shopping 
for souvenier type items and vacation attire, 
activity opportunities (bike rental, golf cart rental, 
kayaks...etc. There is parking available for 
businesses.

The variety of dining/shopping options are not 
adequate for the population considering the 
volatile staffing and access to island within ferry 
operating times/inclement weather. There is a lack 
of opportunities for procuring essentials at times - 
scarcity of diapers, food, first aid supplies, home 
improvement...when the only options are 
unavailable. Walking/running/biking are dangerous 
on all Wynds due to ICE, and GC traffic. Road and 
directional signage are lacking. Lack of 
office.storage space for businesses offering 
services to residents. Green spaces lack function 
and are not currently inviting - they are undefined. 
Lack of parking/staging areas for construction 
activity that is hidden from view. Current business 
owners lack commitment to providing reliable, 
sustainable servies and goods to the visiting and 
permanent/semi-permanent population. 
Commercially island lacks identity. 4 tourists or 
residents?? Haphazard.  Not intentional. Dog 
groomer? C'mon!

Put myself in the mindset of a short-term visitor, 
part-time owner, and full-time resident. What 
goods, services, and recreational activities would I 
want/need to match the value of the financial 
investment I make to be part of the BHI? Do I 
move about my day in a state of frustration or 
ease? Is there at least one OR MORE! options for 
each type essential business so that I have 
choices? Can I move about the island safely by 
foot, GC, or bicycle? Are businesses being added 
that can and will survive? Are the business owners 
supported by the island population and will be 
successful enough to give back to the island? Are 
there enough spaces to enjoy recreational 
activities? How do we maximize every inch of 
space thoughtfully so that we can keep commercial 
areas small and impactful while maintaining our 
natural areas and green spaces. 

Maritime way is successful before the Monkeys 
stores were built

The exposed contractor buildings - the area facing 
Federal should have been left with lots of foliage.  I 
am concerned with the 3 story building being built 
across from Public Access buildings.  What is the 
purpose and how does a 3 story building tie into 
the rest of the existing architecture?

We do not want the island to become too 
commercial.  I feel we need a drug store type 
facility.  It would be nice to be able to purchase 
limited alcohol.  We don� t need more clothing.  A 
few more restaurants would be nice.  We really 
miss the Mexican food.

Personally, I don� t thing there is anything positive 
of the new buildings.  The maritime market area is 
the only construction that has occurred on the 
island that at least blends in with the natural 
surroundings ~which is ideal.

Too much development overall is going on.  We 
were never intended to be a shopping and dining 
destination.  The island is loosing its beauty and 
purpose with new buildings, tearing down 
vegetation, and poor color choices overall of the 
current structures.  

Too much development overall is going on.  Our 
island is loosing its purpose as a place to sit back 
and relax and get away from the hustle of 
mainland living.  We should never have gone down 
the road of becoming a shopping, dining, and 
entertainment destination.  The island is loosing its 
beauty and purpose with new buildings that don� t 
fit esthetically into the surroundings and not to 
mention the tearing down of extensive vegetation. 
homeowners aren� t even allowed to trim branches 
without approval� and yet the amt of vegetation 
removed for the last 3 major projects is absurd! 
We need to get back to simplicity� .and the 
clientele that appreciates the purpose of bald head 
will come back and those that don� t respect the 
island will go elsewhere.

Isolation of the commercial areas Expansion without regard to looks or actual needs

Restrict commercial development to necessary 
services, food, supplies, healthcare, home 
maintenance.
The island is already loosing some of its charm. 
Additional commercial development will hasten 
that.

The buildings do continue the harmony of the 
island. There is a nice mix of use. 

The landscaping could be more consistent and the 
sidewalks cleaned up so they can be used. The 
connection between buildings at the marina and 
middle island are sometimes confusing to navigate 
and seem disconnected. Might be nice to have 
attractive ways to walk between buildings. Things 
seem disjointed. Some of the parking at the marina 
seems clear and then some areas are confusing. 
Would be nice to have more parking at the marina. 
It� s unclear where to park if taking a day trip to 
Southport. The areas used by construction 
companies and contractors looks a mess. I worry 
more commercial space will look like this eye sore. 
These spaces seem poorly managed and don� t 
seem to respect the environment. The 
trash/recycling area could be more attractive and 
cleaner. These spaces could be more user friendly 
and organized. 

The contractor areas need to be managed and 
cleaned up. It seems chaotic and environmentally 
concerning.  There clearly needs to be an area for 
employees to wait for tram rather than the sad 
area by the trash. I� d like to see the areas for 
contractors, services and offices cleaned up and 
organized before anything is added. These areas 
seem like afterthoughts and just thrown together.
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

I think the harbor area is nice environment and if 
buildings are built with the architectural feel of the 
island some could be added there. 

. 

The most recent contractor area is an eyesore. It 
needs more landcscaping

Someone should be shot for removing the big old 
trees at the market site and the office area across 
from the Safety building. 

What they have added at the market is 
unfortunate. Too much retail is going to spoil the 
feel of the island. I hope landscaping will make it 
more attractive. 

Stricter ARC. All buildings should have to adhere to 
add the ambiance  and style the island has.  What 
they are building doesn� t do that. Stricter design 
and extensive landscaping should be required. 

It be a shame to add commercial at the 
conservancy.  That begins a pretty unspoiled area 
of the island.  Whatever is added there should be 
very strict ARC over site and extensive landscaping 
should be required

What they have added at the market is 
unfortunate. Too much retail is going to spoil the 
feel of the island.  Many of us came to the island 
because it has minimal commercial amenities 

Marina Historic area is well planned with 
combination of park/natural area with services.

Contractor office area at mid island is messy with 
too many vehicle left there scattered around.

Organize and assign spaces for contractors and 
when it full it full, don� t let more come and leave 
stuff there.  Also limit ICE vehicles and develop 
plan to have contractors convert to electric 

Variety of Shopping is available 

Lack of flow 
Lack of dining diversity
Could vastly improve walking and gathering places.  

The island is seriously lacking in dining not 
associated with the club. 
Options and variety are minimal and outdated. 
I� d be nice to have a tapas/wine bar. 
Or a family style Italian maybe. 

The natural outdoor beauty of our island should be 
celebrated with better gathering places and the 
shopping/dining/office areas be a place you want 
to stroll, meet as a community, comfortably sit in a 
variety of styles and groupings. 

Landscaping, trees, Forest and dune preservation  
and natural hurricane barriers. 

Any type of retail, mixed use, building and 
development structures. 

Create a fund to buy up  real estate/land lots. Turn 
those property lots into preservation land. This will 
stop the over-development on the island and save 
infrastructure money and investment in the long 
run for the whole island. The future housing 
development of the island will greatly increase 
costs for infrastructure, water, power, sewer, 
garbage, transportation, etc.   In addition it will 
increase property values and help preserve the 
wildlife and nature beauty of the island. 

Maritime Market area has been enormously 
successful and seems to incorporate the needs of 
full and part time residents as well as visitors.  The 
expansion of the 'mid island' area seems logical to 
best centralize 'commercial' space.

Not sure what it is called, but the entire area 
where business people park their trucks, etc is an 
absolute eyesore.  In fact, to me that also includes 
the recycling area which seems more like a dump. 

Most definitely don't need any more 'shopping' 
businesses on the island.

NA Harbor More planned parking at Marina

architectural interest, the market
Overbuilt  and houses are way too large. no 
breathing room between houses.   

Limititation on size and amount of building.  
Increase food options outside of clubs

Marina/Harbor
Convenient parking for commercial/small vehicles 
near ferry.

Marsh front plaza/tent was very nice... not sure 
why this was removed.
Large trucks near ferry landing for barge... 
unsightly, but not sure about options; maybe
have them park somewhere near center of island 
and no overnight parking in 
marina/historic/parking areas for large vehicles.

Restore public park & access for marshfront tent 
area in marina
No overnight parking in marina/parking/historic 
area for large commerical vehicles

Existing small offices and shops behind shop and 
market area.  They are screened and also 
landscaped.  Apartments above seem okay.  At one 
time I thought there was going to be additional 
retail or apartments across from the small parking 
area in front of the market

Recent commercial too close to Muscadine and 
associated parking, and access.  Truly a sore 
thumb.
 Buildings abutting Federal road that are ugly 
buildings and inadequately screened and poorly 
planned.
Harbor area behind Jules and surrounding area to 
the east is an eye sore with large truck parking, and 
I believe waste containers. This whole area needs 
to be looked at.

Horrible black and white commercial buildings that 
had been the fire station.  Nothing islandy about 
those buildings.

Consistency in building materials and looks to 
buildings so they represent a complete community 
appearance.  No modern buildings.  All commercial 
out of view of the public.  Landscaping upgrade as 
present landscaping is either non existent or not 
maintained
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Beach access structures including trash containers.

Areas along road sides with pavers with holes 
(South BH Wynd). These are difficult for walking 
and biking with potential injury hazard.

Space for walking and biking with more protection 
from vehicles. 
ABC (liquor) store
More marina dining options

I think the mid island shopping area is of good use 
and looks nice.

I don't think we need "public art". The statue at the 
tent area near the grocery store does not fit the 
environment. I prefer to keep things less "junked 
up" and more natural. 

I think the public storage area could have looked a 
lot nicer and have been more hidden. If the 
Mitchel's were still involved I don't think they 
would have built it that way. The look of the island 
has gone downhill since they stopped being in 
charge.

Keeping the east beach commercial free for the 
most part - Turtle Central and Mike's bites work.  
Would like to see rest rooms in the area like there 
used to be but don't want to see any more 
commercial development in that area

Too much congestion at the harbor area with not 
enough parking for contractors

Keep most commercial areas in the middle of the 
island so that they are somewhat "hidden"

Maritime forest preservation, restrictions on 
commercial building, wildlife protection. 

Commercial regulation, gas vehicles, arbitrary tree 
extraction, metal sheds/buildings, lack of parking, 
contractor monitoring, lack of published standards 
and commercial favoritism 

Protect Old Baldy, deny the building of more village 
offices, create roadmap for current and future 
commercial development, put regulations in place 
to ensure the village/homeowners  aren� t paying 
for land,parking,and maintenance of commercial 
entities.  

Island Hardware.  

We have plenty of shopping already.  A 
"Monkees"??  Seriously??

I have no idea what percentage barge capacity is 
currently used, but doing something, anything to 
increase/improve people's ability to get supplies to 
the island has to be an improvement.

Future commercial development should focus on 
food/beverage and office/contractor space.  As the 
island continues to grow out we need capacity for 
contractors in the faint hope that giving them a 
larger foothold on the island will make getting any 
home improvement/repairs less of a nightmare.  It 
is nothing less than that right now.

Another grocery store is a fantasy, but we could 
sure use one.

Maintain canopy of native plants and trees. Keep 
village feel. No chain stores. Allow for golf cart 
parking.

Incorporate charging stations for golf carts and e-
bike rentals. Too much exclusivity to amenities 
requiring � club�  access.

Rent e-bikes; Stay for meals vs take out if more 
seated restaurants - breakfast, lunch, dinner were 
available mid island and conservancy area.  Would 
especially appreciate more beach access and 
amenities for island residents without requiring 
membership to Shoals Club.

integration of golf course, boat docks, residential.
low key food and beverage

don't need a school or brewery
don't want myrtle beach
need more garbage collection

halt building at current level.
really look at  requested commercial businesses. 
we do not need a line of empty building/store 
fronts from failed stores, restaurants

Flow of traffic
Attractiveness of Public Service building
ARC guidelines

View of the commercial parking lot on Muscadine 
at corner of Edward Teach Ext.!!!! 
Unattractive building at corner of Muscadine and 
Maritime Way 
Need an additional boat ramp at creek access

1. Get rid of parking lot at Muscadine and Edward 
Teach Ext.
2. Don't allow metal sidings on any buildings
3. Provide noise bafflers on equipment surrounding 
all commercial and municipal buildings

those that blend into the nearby folage latge metal buildings 

Limit built envirnment to those that serve generl 
public; those that visit the island as well as those 
that live on it part time or year round. The island is 
a NC treasure. It should be kept accessible for 
anyone who wants to visit.  But commerical 
interstes should be limited.  Expecilly if they 
encroach on natural elements (beches and ocean 
landscapes).  

The restaurants that have outside seating. The 
green space in the harbor and by Old Baldy.

The new contractor building - too many trucks/cars 
in a limited space
The new building under construction by  Maritime 
Way/Muscadine - aesthetically ugly. 
The new 3 story building across from the fire 
station - to be determined. Good idea to put 
housing in the top floors.  But hope the exterior 
looks better than most new commercial 
construction They are all too dense. They need landscaping, 

parking, and better aesthetics. 
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

The way the shops are concentrated in 2 
neighborhoods. No need to introduce retail into 
other parts of the island 

Not enough parking up by the ferry. The back side 
of the businesses in the marina are unattractive. 
Would love to find a way to screen those

Keep the business commercial areas concentrated 
in the marina and around the market.  Adding 
more commercial down by the Conservancy/East 
Beach would disrupt the natural aesthetic 

The Jail House area with outdoor seating. The 
outdoor spaces at Old Baldy and in the marina 
area.

The recently constructed contractor office building 
and the whole contractor area in the mid-island 
area.  The general lack of properly maintained 
landscaping.   

Each year we hear about the challenges of 
attracting summer staffing and the lack of 
adequate accommodations on the island for 
summer staff. 

The concentration of commercial /tourist oriented 
development in designated areas. There seems to 
be a "front of the house" (shops with pretty well-
maintained facades and landscaping). The "back of 
the house" area where the service oriented 
businesses are located needs work... (see below)

The addition of the jail-house Provisions area is a 
nice addition to the island's restaurant scene.

The "back of the house" area - predominantly 
occupied by service oriented businesses - are a 
mess. Carts are everywhere, and it is taking on the 
looks of an old industrial area. The business owners 
should do better... clean it up, keep the stuff 
contained in your business area, etcetera... 

I would increase the density of clustered 
commercial. As new areas in the mid-island area  
are being developed, connect them. That way, 
people could walk around, sit around and enjoy  a 
Village Square atmosphere. 

I am afraid that the Mixed-Use area with that new 
building that's being erected will be way too 
different than the rest of the commercial area, and 
that it will impede the integration into the older 
developed area. 

Preservation of natural environment with required 
Island management/ administration 

Too much construction equipment/vehicles 
present in harbor area visible upon arrival on island

Create more/better buffers between commercial 
and residential areas.

Limiting Commercial to a dedicated area Lack of building architecture guidelines.  

Hold the Commercial to same architectural 
standards the homeowners are held to.  I can� t 
even put towel hooks on my house, and yet 
commercial can do whatever they choose.

Marina:  LOVE the open space near the creek 
where people can gather, the view is unobstructed 
and the  natural landscaping enhances this area.  
So happy to have the "hotel" and Marsh Harbor Inn 
here; both do not look like hotels; blend in with 
area beautifully.  Restaurants are perfect for the 
area and provide wonderful entertainment and 
food options.
MId-Island: Great shopping venues from the 
Hardware store to Room Service; offers a variety of 
options for food and shopping;  Ample parking is 
available and appropriate landscaping has been 
completed so that the buildings appear nestled 
into the forest.  Midway Coffee and Jailhouse have 
been excellent additions.
East Beach: beauty of dunes, open spaces both 
undeveloped AND planned spaces, houses with 
appropriate landscaping and protective vegetation 
demonstrate the island's 
conservation/preservation efforts

Marina:  ferry area seeing the parking lot of trucks 
as you enter is most unattractive and sends the 
WRONG first impression and message
Mid-Island: parking can be tricky... especially on 
Edward Teach Ext; the Phillips Air Trucks facing 
Muscadine are an eyesore.  I feel exceptionally 
sorry for Public Safety having to navigate this area 
in an emergency; it is a danger to tourists not 
familiar with the area and hinders ability of Public 
Safety to respond quickly. Currently, landscaping is 
non-existent and much of Edward Teach Extension 
looks horribly "junky"; including the variety of 
trucks, carts, equipment parked as you turn into 
the recycling area. 
East Beach: houses are extremely close in those 
newer developments and with very little yard 
space the park should be better maintained and 
used; sidewalks need to be updated and parking 
and restroom facilities are not adequate for the 
residents/ visitors in this area.  

SLOW the island growth rate; this survey and 
asking for input is an excellent first step.  Building 
so much, so quickly results in unintended 
consequences and issues. One example is the 
three story building on Edward Teach EXT..... with 
commercial and residential entities housed here 
this is bound to cause UNBELIEVABLE issues for 
Public Safety.  Before opening that building.... has 
it been determined where people will park so they 
are out of the way of emergency vehicles? Is there 
enough parking for people to live and use 
merchant facilities there?

First on a to-do list would be to add a restroom to 
the East Beach area.  When visitors come for the 
day, they often end up on the eastern portion of 
the island in dire need of facilities.  The 
Conservancy is the only option and is not setup to 
support that traffic AND their visitors.

Marina: Immediately move the trucks in the turn 
as you leave the ferry dock.  Move to the road near 
the barge area; the commercial vehicle parking lot 
etc.  

Not sure Not sure Not sure

plaza, shopping landscaping, public art attempt to reduce costs whenever possible

The harbor area and the shops/market area are 
well done but given the population growth of 
residents + visitors, we need an expansion plan.  

The Merchant row and Jailhouse area are also well 
done but the back alleyways and the public 
works/contractor areas need better organization, 
clean-up and appearance improvements

Generating the commercial master plan is the right 
approach!! Glad you have kicked it off and 
appreciate the time + resources applied to it.  Thx 
for the open process.  
A bit more diversity on the committee would have 
been a good thing, however. 

Good luck w/ the effort.  Look fwd to updates

Architectural style
Too many commercial spaces that have stripped 
the trees from the land

Allow more lots as green space that the village 
buys to keep that way so that it doesn� t get 
overbuilt. Also no further commercial building is 
needed. Stop before it gets out of control. 

Restaurants at the marina
Shopping at mid-island

Parking at the marina
Ferry pick up and delivery flow

Rework the traffic flow at marina
Add sidewalks/walking/bike paths along the major 
wynds.

Existing market/dorms/commercial Storage building Screened parking 
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Cape Fear Station is primarily residential.

Golf carts lining the streets of the Marina/historic 
area is very unsightly and inhibits walking in the 
area.
Landscaping is essential to screen commercial 
establishments.
Need to allow more sidewalks and biking lanes.

Please keep the focus on preserving the natural 
beauty of this island.  What is that atrocity in the 
middle of the island across from public safety?  
Why?

Commercial blending in with surroundings. Jules, 
Riverside etc as well as Turtle Central. Market area 
is at least well hidden from the rest of the island 
and is clearly necessary but should remain the 
main shopping district via building out marina or 
East Beach. 

New buildings going up now. Next to Room Service 
that building looks cheap and is too visible from 
Muscadine. Please have them put up soft scape!  
Also new 2-3 stories near public safety looks out of 
place as well but I need to see finished product 
first. See above

Easy to walk. Lounging outdoor space No opinion

 Marina area is good but all around appearance of 
all buildings needs improvement. 

More consideration needs to be incorporated 
concerning appearance and street scape.   Better 
hiding of unattractive areas. No more buildings above two stories.

design / layout of areas in Marina and Mid island 
very limited parking, no consistency in design / 
look of buildings Commercial ARC committee

All 3 commercial areas of the island add value to 
the island experience.

Maritime Way is a dangerous road.  Office space 
would be a welcome addition.

Better separation of cart traffic from "Room 
Service" to Muscadine is needed. The road is very 
narrow where it curves around a tree resulting in 
many near accidents.  Also the one-way section 
needs better identification.

Pass Pass Pass
Not sure what this means. Not sure what this means. Add more self storage. 

What we have is good for me

We have multiple different restaurants on the 
island but they remained closed this year due to 
lack of employees.  Why look to build more if they 
can� t be staffed?

I don� t come to BHI to shop so I don� t get the need 
to build more stores.  We already have what I need 
- groceries, hardware, restaurants.
I know the island will keep growing but we need to 
assess how we grow.  Do we want to be known for 
shopping on the island or beef up the 
environmental foundation of the island?

Residential design guidelines (when they're 
enforced), Natural preservation (when 
implemented)....

Commercial development on BHI in recent years - 
public safety, contractor yard, beetlejuice building, 
makeshift ICE parking lots - have completed 
destroyed value property values and negatively 
impacted the BHI experience.  The once beautiful 
parks and public spaces are littered and ignored....I 
think you need to re-focus on utilizing the assets 
that are already there and have been left to rot 
before you start making more grand plans to build 
more stuff that will destroy value.   

Reduce, Re-use, Recycle....Bald Head used to be 
about natural beauty.  People don't come here to 
dine and shop - that's what Myrtle Beach is for. 

Basic uniformity in style-although that is changing. 
Lots of established trees and undisturbed 
undergrowth.  

There has been unnecessary removal of natural 
landscape and that needs to be restored and 
screening of the commercial buildings re-
established.

I think the idea of a master plan is a good idea and 
regulations adhered to by commercial and 
residential builders.

Low density, limited environmental impact.

Some roadways around marina already are too 
narrow for cart traffic during summer months.  
Some facilities (Shoals Club, for example) are likely 
at serious erosion threat.

At full build out, it's not clear to me how the island 
side ferry terminal will handle the 
passenger/luggage volumes.

I think you are on the right course with planning for 
future.  Once ferry ownership is resolved, I think 
longterm ferry planning that includes the Village 
and BHI Association should be undertaken in 
collaboration with the owners.

BHI began with a lucid/coherent architectural 
vernacular and sense of place, some of which is still 
visible; our trees and natural areas are our greatest 
asset 

Maintenance/upkeep of commercial areas has 
been declining over the past years; island-wide 
signage is missing/broken/unclear which leads to a 
loss of the sense of place; new commercial projects 
have allowed clear-cutting of lots and 
replanting/mitigation has not occurred; new 
commercial buildings look basic/temporary and do 
not adhere to island standards (contractor 
building/Tiffany's); in general, landscaping on 
perimeters of commercial sites looks overgrown 
and unkempt rather than natural or native

Develop island-wide design, architectural and 
conservation guidelines that all future 
development must abide by
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Minimizing commercial development in areas 
other than Mid Island and Marina districts.  Too much and rapid recent home construction.  Enhance contractor lot(s)

Residential areas incorporated into nature

Every. Single. Thing. Commercial.

We sold our home on BHI and relocated to Kiawah 
in large part because we felt the island has lost it's 
connection to the natural environment and we 
could see BHI looking very similar to "any other" 
beach town in short order.

Limit commercial development - it is harming the 
BHI experience.
Require commercial enterprises to exist in 
harmony with nature and community.
Stop clear cutting...
Maintain the current buildings better with 
landscaping, public access/facilities.
Pick up the trash, pallettes, tires, batteries and 
broken-down carts from the medians, yards and 
driveways of commercial businesses  

Preserve the island environment and historical 
areas, provide more food and beverage options 
across the island.

Take away from nature, overcrowd certain areas 
and creating heavy traffic patterns, large 
businesses, too many commercial buildings. over 
landscape

We love the island as it is so keeping the integrity is 
important. I would not change much.

Dedication to consistent design standards that 
reflect the BHI environment.

Thoughtful use of landscaping / screening (some of 
that is to come we are told)

Too much commercial space and development for 
an island whose ethos is supposed to be living in 
harmony with our environment. Not living in 
harmony with retail shopping. There is enough off 
that available off-island. More protection of our Live Oaks.

Minimized intrusion into natural areas whenever 
possible.  Use of natural building materials.  
Minimal development, in general.  Please continue 
to err on the side of over communicating with 
residents.

In some areas (e.g. loop beside Delfina), 
insufficient parking.  The area along Federal Road, 
mid-island, has been overly developed.  The tree 
clearance in that area, where buildings are visible 
on Federal Road, is excessive.  

Stop building retail space unless you are confident 
we have enough retailers committed to renting 
space.  The storefronts built near the Jailhouse did 
not seem needed.  Keep the East Beach area and 
all beach-adjacent areas as natural as possible.

The least amount of commercial development as 
possible. No more shopping. 

Hotels of any kind , any structure over 2 stories, 
any structure not in keeping with the style and 
color pallet of the island, any mixed use, any more 
shopping

Curtail commercial development until 
infrastructure catches up

Most blend with the environment.  
In some case, too much land was clear cut making 
the buildings too visible. 

Add more fencing and landscape to the contractor 
lot and area around old EMS facility.  

Not sure Not sure Not sure

None Too much commercial development 
Ensure the island ilia kept as an environmental 
sanctuary.

Small establishments in tune with the island. 
Keeping natural landscaping. 

Clear cutting & multi stores structure. Not keeping 
the material fauna. New buildings around the 
market and opposite public safety. Jailhouse is a 
great example. 

Keep as much natural barriers as possible, heigh 
limits and size limits on buildings. 

buildings that blend into the style of other 
(residential) style on the island, large grassy areas 
at the marina

parking for commercial vehicles (especially those 
with company names and pictures or designs) that 
is visible outside commercial areas; any building 
exceeding 2 stories (possible exception - public 
safety)

Absolutely NO hotels; limit all commercial building 
to 2 stories and require all building styles to blend 
in with residential designs. Maintain as much of 
the natural area as possible and avoid landscaping 
that does not blend into the island environment. 
Please keep in mind the idea behind BHI that 
encouraged the early residents to come here and 
don't develop commercial areas solely to attract 
more people.

Keeping the main shopping at the middle island 
area.  

Architecture at the marina/historic should stay the 
same and limit building.  

Wildlife overlook is great.  

Just one option for food and beverage at the 
conservancy - Mike's Bites - not sufficient for the 
summer crowds.  Could also use rest rooms.  

We never use the dog park

No need for artwork when we have the natural 
beauty. 

New shops on Maritime Way not in keeping with 
the island architecture.

Old lighthouse foundation at conservancy not well 
utilized - cleanup & seating needed.

Calm and peaceful surroundings that enable some 
modest retail and food / beverage options 

More public art would be lovely.  I definitely would 
not want a larger commercial footprint on the 
island.  We should design more utility based on the 
footprint that exists. Design for year-round use.

Mid Island has a good mix now of businesses

Mid Island looks a mess.  From the new contractor 
building, the mini storage with the horrible mural, 
the heavy equipment everywhere� �

It seems that a few people own everything so I 
would make sure ownership is more diversified.  
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

 Incorporating new construction into nature Clear cutting, removal of forest, high density Concentrate development around existing areas

The island has done a fantastic job protecting the 
natural environment,  The retail near the grocery 
store is improving, and the Jailhouse is a welcome 
addition to the island.

There are times when we have guests come to the 
island for 2-3 days and there is not enough "hotel 
space".  an additional option would be nice.

While The Jailhouse was a nice and welcome 
addition to the island, additional restaurants would 
be nice.  The club is great, but additional options 
for seated restaurant eating would be an 
improvement.

The shopping on the island has improved, and it 
would be nice to dedicate some space to increasing 
the island's retail footprint so that visitors, guests, 
and residents would have another reason to enjoy 
the island.

I would improve the landscaping in the 
market/retail shopping area.  I would add another 
option for short term stays (like another Inn), and 
increase the number sit down restaurant options 
on the island.

The focus on preserving the islands natural beauty 
& building that complements. 

Love the island. As it gets busier sidewalks may be 
nice for dog walkers 

Not
Much!

Area around the market is the best commercial 
part of the island.

here needs to be more at the marina in the way of 
food.

There should be a sports park of some sort.  The 
beach is not suitable for certain sports and every 
beach town has a sports park area with maybe a 
basketball court/tennis court/soccer goal one 
some open grass area.

Something also needs to be done regarding the 
tram service.  It has been very unreliable and often 
late for our guests.

The commercial center in the mid-island area is 
great and is plenty of commercial space for our 
island.  The marina and the conservancy/east 
beach area should remain prisitine nature areas.  
What is special about BHI is it's unique character as 
a martime forest, unspoiled by over-
commercialization.  

There should be more controls over the 
appearance and operation of the businesses in the 
marina.  Specifically, the purple lights and signage 
on the Jules restaurant is in poor taste and gives a 
negative first impression of our beautiful, elegant 
island.  That property is the biggest commercial 
feature of the marina and should be an elegant 
focal point as residents and guests arrive to the 
island.   

The Commons has been terribly neglected and is 
now an eyesore.  10 years ago, it was a lush, well-
manicured beautiful open space where island 
events were often held (Oyster Roast, Halloween 
dog costume contests) and people could use it for 
personal recreation (frisbee, touch football, walks) 
all the time.  Now, it is overgrown with weeds and 
mosquitos and is basically useless.  That area is a 
huge feature of Cape Fear Station and needs to be 
maintained as such.  

Areas where the natural beauty of the island are 
the focus, and where any commercial structure 
blends easily with the environment and existing 
relaxed style  of island living

Large structures that are out of step with our 
natural environment. Specifically  the steel 3 story 
monster being built on Edward Teach extension.  
This structure harbors the risk of threatening the 
entire look and feel of our island.   In addition, any 
structure which requires wholesale clear-cutting of 
entire lots (whether residential or commercial) 
should be prohibited. 

Limit any commercial development in any part of 
the island to many of the restrictions that apply to 
residential construction applied by ARC

Conservancy and Shoals Club

Conservancy needs access to the driveway going to 
the beach for turtle related activities.
Shoals Club was built too close to the ocean.  The 
whole club is subject to storm damage especially 
with global warming
Maintenance of beaches including renourishment 

Build the Shoal's club further back from the ocean 
and save land that is also subject to storm damage 
Keep property on either side of Shoals Watch 
natural.  Keep Mitchel land 1,3,4 natural. 
Have rest rooms for people using East Beach.
Residential homes are too close to the Shoals club.   
More land should have been left natural.

Harbor area.  

Edward Teach Wynd, especially the Phillips Aire 
location and the self-storage area.   These buildings 
and parking do not blend in to the landscaping.  I 
fear the same with the new shops being built in the 
corner of Muscadine and the market entrance.  

Put commercial developments along secondary 
roads with setbacks that require landscaping to 
shield the buildings from view.  

Integrated design for homes and elements of the 
harbor area.

Commercial development seems to have no 
significant restrictions as to landscape, design, and 
appropriateness for the island. This is very 
different from the restrictions on homeowners. 
Many recent commercial sites are 1) too large for 
their site, 2) unattractive,  and 3) poorly 
landscaped.  BHI is not Oak Island or Myrtle Beach.

I would find a way to encourage development that 
is appropriately sized and designed to be in 
harmony with the rest of BHI architecture. If 
developers couldn't meet these criteria, I would 
make it difficult for recalcitrant individuals to 
join/prosper by our community. 
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Please note that "parks, plazas, and open space" 
should not involve clear cutting or tree removal. 
The dog park should be totally renovated. Jailhouse 
was a good addition because it utilized an existing 
structure. The sitting area outside the market with 
fire pits is another nice addition. The Luna Bar was 
great--too bad it is now defunct; it should be 
renovated. The extended seating on the deck next 
to Willow the Wisp, overlooking the harbor, is nice. 

Recently there have been commercial activities 
that are destroying the esthetic value of the island. 
Phillips HVAC should NEVER have been allowed to 
cut an entrance to the dirt parking adjacent to the 
old fire station, which now reveals their vans (with 
billboard-like names on their sides) along 
Muscadine Wynd. There is no reason they could 
not have accessed the lot through the fire station 
entrance and they should be forced to landscape. 
This is EXACTLY the kind of restriction that BHI 
should enforce, similar to homeowners' 
restrictions. In addition, there is a long gaping hole 
along Federal that reveals the unsightly new 
commercial facilities, garbage trucks and 
dumpsters. A higher berm and heavy plantings are 
needed to shield it. There are other areas where 
commercial buildings need to be shielded from 
view, and the dirt parking lot near the harbor (first 
impression) is another eyesore. Please ensure that 
appropriate restrictions are drafted and enforced 
for commercial entities.

Landscape, landscape, landscape to hide all 
commercial facilities except what's unavoidable in 
the recycling/fire station area. Draft and enforce 
serious restrictions on commercial properties in 
terms of their appearance and landscaping. Do not 
allow clear cutting. The last thing BHI needs is a 
hotel--please don't go there. Please limit the 
number of commercial buildings and preserve as 
much flora and fauna as possible. BHI is not Myrtle 
Beach--we don't want or need more restaurants, 
etc.--which will have difficulty surviving because of 
increased competition.

Having shops and restaurants clustered in just two 
areas minimizes traffic, trash and noise pollution in 
residential neighborhoods. 

Insufficient parking near the ferries. Too many ICE 
vehicles needing to drive all over the island instead 
of limited to 2 commercial areas

Limit foci of commercial activity so that customers 
can drive to one location and walk among shops or 
restaurants. 

There has been too much commercial and 
residential development in recent years. We 
purchased a home on the island as we loved the 
island.  If we wanted chain stores and hotels, we 
would have purchased elsewhere. Commercial activity. BHI had everything it needed. 

Limit residential building and restrict commercial 
development. 

None in a nature area. Harbor already at capacity. 
Staff what is there.

Empty restaurants; commercial
Vehicles; too many peole Conserve

Grocery store and surrounding shops and 
businesses Maintenance shops Limit outdoor storage

A little bit of everything everywhere Some retail and restaurant gaps
Tapas and wine bar
Flowers and plants 

Very happy with the island. I love that the vast 
majority of the shopping and conveniences blend 
into the scenery and island vibe (e.g., low slung 
roof lines, bungalow feel). With one notable 
exception below. 

I was very disappointed to see the large 
commercial building going up across from public 
safety. It is huge, using up almost all the available 
land. And it looks completely out of proportion to 
the rest of the area.  

I am also not pleased with additional watering 
holes being established. This is unconfirmed, but 
do we need a wine shop and a microbrewery? I 
feel like summer time brings enough challenges 
without turning our lovely island escape into a 
jersey shore. 

The market and it's entities

the storage building is an eye sore.  The finished 
product looks like very little thought was put into 
it's existence.

Island side ferry terminal - congestion caused by 
lack of efficiently desisgned space.

reorg the marina, redesign storage facility, better 
designed office space

Nature overlook: safe and discreet
Open space at marina area. Site next to where old 
ice cream shop was located

Public space for concerts, outdoor plays/ musicals. 
Fund raisers. 

The marina is the closest to being successful but 
needs improved walkability and an outdoor park 
space with seating. 

The lack of pedestrian facilities makes walking on 
the island hazardous and unpleasant.

We need a multi- modal transportation plan that 
creates safe areas to walk and bike on the major 
roads. We need small parks with comfortable 
seating areas at the marina and conservancy. The 
park at Cape Fear Station would be used more if it 
had more shade, comfortable seating and picnic 
tables. Spaces are needed that are comfortable for 
people to relax, read a book, eat lunch, etc.

The park at Kinnakeet could be really nice but has 
not been kept up and maintained. Not kept and maintained Maintenance and landscaping

Quaintness of the island   more sidewalks or wider roads;  
Pretty happy with it the way it is but I� ll throw in 
more parking at east beach

Maritime market area works well with good 
parking.

Garbage area / contractor area ... needs out of 
sight parking and a general clean up.   

Hold businesses to the same standards you hold 
homeowners! Require them to submit attractive 
plans with environmentally sound landscaping.  
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What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Cute stores, but we don� t need anymore! Not enough parking for summer crowds

Not sure what I would do. I would not build any 
more commercial property on the island. We have 
enough. We don� t want to turn this place into 
Myrtle Beach. People come here to escape crowds 
and retail ideas.

Many of the commercial buildings are understated 
and blend with the environment. I think even the 
new parking garages in the contractor parking will 
blend in once the foliage grows back. 

The ironwork for the new condos across the street 
from public safety is an eyesore on such a small 
island. I am shocked that the design was allowed to 
proceed. The building is a monstrosity on a small 
island and looks completely out of place. I do not 
know what the final look will be, but based on the 
metal structure, it will have the same charm as a 
high rise in Myrtle Beach. I cant cut a small branch 
on my property without jumping through hoops, 
yet a contractor was able to get that approved? 
Who decided on this?

Not allow contractors free reign when building new 
structures.

We have essential & additional services on island. 
No additional elements are needed. Not enough bike parking 

Reopen additional food options at the harbor (like 
Sandpiper & Delphinas) - no additional 
construction or businesses. 

Keeping � shopping�  to the market area only.
Claude� s development of the platform beside 
market.

BHI used to have dark skies at night.  Commercial 
building codes need to support the Dark Skies 
Initiative.
Development should be nestled in the trees, not 
forefront.  
Development should not outstrip parking, but 
parking should not be increased, so development 
size should be limited by current parking ratios.
Assumptions that new developers will adhere to 
past unwritten guidelines about the wishes of the 
original island developers. We need to codify 
things both to keep creep from happening & to 
educate new developers.  What they don� t know, 
they cannot match or meet.
Loss of the island green/event space at marina.
Delay after delay that caused ferry sale to non-
governmental body.

Use the number of passengers that can be handled 
well as the basis for any type of allowed increase in 
development. No development increases or code 
changes that yield higher density should be 
allowed until calculations are run that use the 
passenger number as a basis are complete and 
successful.
Control the lighting at new developments in a way 
that is unobtrusive.
Support the now-current developments before 
allowing any new ones. 

Shopping area at maritime
Jailhouse Yacht club building is beautiful but underused

incorporate more for food and beverage, loved 
Luna forest when it was open 

Shops, hardware store and grocery store work well 
in terms of parking and how these sites fit with the 
environment.

Area where local businesses are located. (Realtors, 
Always Ready Golf, etc.)Getting in and out is 
difficult. There are too many vehicles in a small 
space. 

Perhaps some of the businesses could be moved to 
another location to free up space.

. lack of commercial control .

None

Stop building any commercial facilities on the 
island. One of the beautiful things about BHI is that 
we don� t have the tacky retail and restaurants that 
other beaches have. Leave that for the touristy 
beaches and leave BHI alone!!!!

While we are at it, let� s put a cap on any building 
on the island!!

The original buildings were built with protecting 
the forest. They built around the Live Oaks etc 
without massive damage. They built only 
necessities and protected the shoreline and forest

The current commercial building seems to be a free 
for all. I worry the the � second home community�  
feel will be lost unless we slow things down a little. 

Thank you for reigning in the commercial 
development. Thank you for taking the island and 
the home owners into consideration. What makes 
BHI special is its quiet, natural beauty. I would keep 
those unique qualities on the top of the priority list

Smallish venues that blend into the landscape, are 
confined to only 3 areas of the island, and serve 
the needs of the islanders.  For example, the 
market, the hardware store, the spa, and just a few 
eating venues.  My opinion is that we don't need 
any more commercial places other than reopening 
Sandpiper and Delphina's.   I really liked the re-
using of already existing spaces like the old police 
station and fire bay.

I also thought that the Village acquiring Marina 
park was a great idea and it seems to be used quite 
frequently.

I am not happy with either the new structure next 
to Room Service or the giant structure being built 
across from Public Safety.  Neither seem to blend 
in with the natural island look and adding more 
places to stay and more shops doesn't add 
anything for me to the island that I have known 
and loved for years.   What my family has always 
loved about the island is there is very little to do 
other than enjoy the natural beauty and the 
quaintness of the few businesses that do exist.  
Granted I am only here 50-60% of the time rather 
than full time.  Perhaps if I were here all the time I 
would want more options but I'm not sure new 
commercial areas are for residents as much as 
visitors.

The village owned Common Park seems to be 
under utilized even though it is a beautiful area.  I 
rented it for a party a few years ago and it was a 
perfect venue other than having no bathrooms.  
Perhaps if there were public restrooms (ADA 
approved of course) more folks would go there to 
enjoy a family picnic or just walk around it and 
enjoy the natural beauty.  Another small eating 
place where one could pick up light fare and drinks 
would be good as well since there is currently only 
Mike's Bites anywhere close.



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident

What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

I appreciate the balance of restaurant and 
shopping opportunities. 

I believe the contractor/trash & recycling areas 
need to be re-examined. There seems to be an 
over abundance of all sorts of vehicles - trucks, golf 
carts, etc., parked all over. Could this area be 
improved in some way? 
I� d also like to see the addition of a 
playground/park area. Given the BHI Club area, not 
everyone belongs to the club. 

I� d definitely re-organize the parking of vehicles 
near the contractor/trash area. The whole space 
just appears to be a hodgepodge of vehicles. 
I� d also build a park area with playground 
equipment.

The lack of development The haphazard development Tryo coordinate anything 

Existing elements serve the island well. 

There has been too much commercial and 
residential activity on the island over the past few 
years. Restrict new construction. 

Love the small touches like the community learning 
library, historical markers, trails

Continuity and flow. 
Many of the shops and restaurants are not 
available. Now that the island has so many more 
year round visitors it� s a shame Delphinas lies 
empty� only half of Jules is ever really used. The 
walkability has no flow. 

More usable shared spaces. 
Maybe a dog park in the harbor� a place many 
would meet up to visit and get to know each other. 
Better playground spaces. 
The island leans too heavily on the clubs as the 
center of entertainment.
It� d be nicer to have more accessible 
entertainment options especially for the 20 
somethings. Boat rentals etc.  

Housing Too much retail shopping Control commercial building

Maintaining large amounts of open areas

Maintaining historical structures

Most commercial areas have been maintained in 
"good" or better condition and are functional for 
the island providing critical infrastructure that 
supports a growing island population (even if only 
a part-time population).

Mixed architectural standards that appear 
uncoorindated and distract from the natural 
beauty of BHI

Limited parking with unclear parking boundaries 
(e.g. no curbs or "guides" to where parking ends 
and natural areas begin).

Landscapes said to be in a "natural state" but with 
varied, unkept areas that do not support a vibrant 
landscape (for example, large dead trees 
crushing/deforming young trees, poison 
ivy/Virginia creeper choking live oaks, etc.). Fine in 
the maritime forest, but the landscape in 
developed areas could be fostered better.

Bring some uniformity to newly developed 
commercial places with themes in each area (e.g. 
harbor would be different from mid-island which 
would be different from the conservatory area).  
Let each area express a personality.

Provide "open" commercial areas that are 
controlled by the Village and rotate 
vendors/services through these locations over time 
as "incubators" for new businesses and varied 
services. The existing services/owners, for which 
we are grateful, also hold significant control over 
what can be offered on the island. This creates risk 
of controlling/limiting future commercial growth. 
We need to support existing services (a critical 
foundation) while creating space and commercial 
opportunities for emerging services and island 
resources.

Conversion of already existing structures, ie. 
Jailhouse Provisions to new venues with tasteful 
landscaping.
Outdoor seating in the marina area that utilizes 
deck spaces between businesses and the docks, ie. 
Will O' the Wisp and the Sailshop.
Jules using a second story to add on seating.

Marina - the horrible large parking lot that is not 
landscaped. The Contractor dirt lot filled with panel 
vans in plain sight.
Midway - the pointless cut through on Muscadine 
for Phillips business. There was access already and 
the cut through highlights their billboard style 
panel vans (my heart goes out to the home owners 
who face this monstrosity).
The inadequate landscaping along Federal where 
the new Contractor building was installed - total 
eyesore on a road that should be beautifully 
maintained if BHI wants to be a resort island. A 
berm and solid fencing should have been installed 
with landscaping fronting the road.
The storage facility on Edward Teach extension. 
The mural was a nice "idea" , but it is jarringly out 
of keeping with the rest of BHI.

Require all contractors to adhere to the same rules 
home owners have to follow for building and 
landscaping . No cutting of anything without 
approval, no Billboard style trucks anywhere on the 
island, and no excuses about how businesses 
should be allowed to operate differently.
Never allow a hotel to be built on the island. Keep 
Muscadine as the boundary for commercial 
enterprise in the midway area and do not develop 
the Muscadine lots between Federal  and Edward 
Teach as anything other than homes (no multi-
family condos or mixed use condos).

Stop building Too much green space going away Not build anymore retail

Parking and sidewalks are provided and a mix of 
open park-like space are incorporated near by

They are fine the way they are but I would not like 
to see any more shopping added

Adding too many shops to the island - I think the 
amount of shops is just right and we do not need 
more

Please do not overbuild. What makes BHI special is 
the quaintness of it ! Too much commercialism. Stop expanding. 

No more building Too much development 

Stop all construction.
Let the businesses already here thrive.
No need for anything else.

Supporting local businesses, Maintenance and 
respect for landscape and natural views None None 



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Part-Time_Resident

Part-Time_Resident
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Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner
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Part-Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner

Part-
Time_Resident,Commercial_Property_Owner,othe
r

Part-Time_Resident,other

Part-Time_Resident,other

What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

No new buildings. Please use existing buildings for 
new restaurants or shopping Need more parking at Jailhouse Only use existing builders for new things on island

Natural maritime forest kept intact, outdoor 
seating, decking rather than patio, no more than 2 
stories high. 3 stories, removal of trees

limit the height of the buildings to only 2 stories, 
give the face of the building more of a cottage, 
Nantucket feel rather than a square with an 
awning.

Historic structures, nature museum, food and 
beverage, I think it is fine the way it is. Keep it natural!

those that broaden the natural appeal of the island 
(walking trails, docks, parks)

any project that clears away the green space, tree 
canopy, additional redundant commercial use 
(another coffee shop for example, more clothing 
stores).

not allow building of homes without some 
restrictions on size/capacity. the new homes seem 
to get bigger all the time. i know it� s not possible to 
turn back time on progress/development, but the 
pace of growth brought on by covid these past 2 
years has put serious stress on infrastructure. it� s 
no longer gradual growth, and i doubt build-out 
was meant to be reached at break-neck speed. the 
island has to be able to handle the strain of such 
population and building increase in so short a time. 
obviously a big concern.

The building codes have created architecture that 
is generally beautiful throughout the island. Where 
accompanied with thoughtful consideration to 
landscape and conservation it acts to lift the 
ambiance of the entire island. This same attention 
needs to applied to commercial areas.

*No handicap accessibility to beaches. *No public 
restrooms. *The marina needs cold storage 
receiving area for food. Food is often brought to 
the island in unsafe conditions and not maintained 
to FDA standard upon arrival or delivery. * No 
public dock for taxi or other independent delivery 
and access is wrong on many levels. ** Contractor 
parking and storage needs more aesthetically 
pleasing landscaping- it is trashy throughout the 
island. *There are empty restaurants in the marina 
area. use it or sell it. My suggestions are posted in the other areas.

An environment that respects and blends into the 
natural area that hosts it. Those that increase vehicular traffic. 

Leave as much natural area as possible. 
Everywhere on BHI. We can go to the mall in 
Wilmington! 

Home privacy, preservation areas along Federal 
Road, beach preservation

Limited cart parking, limited commercial rental 
space, limited storage areas for businesses

Better defined and controlled commercial areas 
that include parking and offices for businesses on 
the island. 

Some of the older smaller buildings have the island 
character Lack of parking in a few areas

Not try and control the uses, but provide guidelines 
around parking, landscaping and keeping the 
design elements of the island within reason.

N/A Not enough parking.
More parking. More open space. More parks and 
landscaping.

The Mitchell's have done an outstanding job.  VBHI 
should stay with their vision and plan.

VBHI, not the Mitchells-Limited created the issues 
with landscaping and scale in the development of 
the Public Safety Building and the expansion of 
Contractor Services.

Stay committed to Mitchell-Limited legacy ARB and 
vision...the VBHI is NOT a development 
professional organization.

Market area

The new area built for the contractor near the fire 
department..was not thought well eye sore needs 
fence with slates to hide all that is in the 
compound,,the area next to the road needs to be 
landscaped

area near Marina for parking for the trucks that 
stAy on the island  needs to be moved to a 
different Area or put up fenceTo hide them.. I just 
think it� s Sad that as a home owner we are held up 
to such High standards on our property and the 
people that work here are not
It� s Almost like the village just turns A blind eye to 
it.  The area near the market for the contractors 
needs to be hidden it� s eye pollution.it saddens me 
we have such a beautiful
Place to live and see what the contractors are 
doing to it ..if we don� t do anything about now it� s 
going to spin out of control and be too far gone

M

Consolidation to prevent sprawl

No development or architectural standards
Huge building across from Public Safety is and will 
be an eyesore. A building of that magnitude should 
not be permitted. 

Stricter review standards and guidelines for 
commercial development. Close examination of 
what types of development are appropriate to the 
island. Less tree clearing. Clear cutting should not 
be allowed. 



How would you classify your relationship to Bald 
Head Island?

Part-Time_Resident,other

Part-Time_Resident,other

Part-Time_Resident,other

What elements of the built environment are 
successful?

What elements of the built environment are not 
successful? What would you do differently?

Minimal impact on the natural environment of the 
island, minus the area being developed near the 
market. Building monstrosities in the name of progress.

How about we stop catering to what others want 
Bald Head to be and focus on what the island was 
originally envisioned as? We don't need public art, 
giant parks, and we certainly don't need more 
commercialism. Stop tearing out forest in the 
name of progress.  Development is ruining this 
island. Striped metal buildings, not in harmony 
with nature. Giant mixed use buildings that look 
like a hotel that offers monthlong rentals? Not in 
harmony with nature. Clear-cutting forest that's 
been there for centuries for a contractor parking 
lot and storage sheds? Not in harmony with 
nature. We don't need a brewery. We don't need 
an ABC store. You are taking what makes the island 
special and allowing it to turn into an upscale 
Myrtle Beach. You don't even offer a "none of the 
above" in the survey options. 

Keeping the natural environment inmind and 
intact. Walkways off the road.

Lack of public restrooms!!! These are very much 
needed all over the island!!!

Spend a lot more money on public safety and stop 
wasting it on things that should not be a focus of 
the island! Get public safety the equipment they 
need now!

Conservancy
Marina

Contractor lot & new storage buildings there
Buildings by Jailhouse/clinic No cheap tin warehouses without any visual appeal 


